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ABSTRACT 
Hydraulics of Waste Stabilization Ponds and its 
Influence on Treatment Efficiency 
by 
Kenneth A. Mangelson, Doctor of Philosophy 
Utah State University, 1971 
Major Professor: Dr. Gary Z. Watters 
Department: Civil Engineering 
The treatment efficiency of waste stabilization ponds depends on 
many factors, the most important of which are generally presumed to be 
the biological factors such as the type of waste and the organic loading. 
However, the biological activity in a pond is greatly influenced by the 
environmental conditions of temperature, wind, sunlight, and the 
hydraulic flow patterns. In the past little attention has been given to 
the hydraulic characteristics of waste stabilization ponds. Specifically, 
little consideration has been given to the gross flow patterns within 
stabilization ponds as affected by the shape of the pond or lagoon, the 
pre sence of dead space s, the positioning of inlets and outlets and the 
degree of density stratification. These hydraulic flow characteristics 
will obviously have an effect on the dispersion of the waste as well as 
the average detention time for the waste and, ultimately, on the organic 
(BOD) and pathogenic organism removal efficiency of the treatment 
process. 
xiv 
This research considered the effects of these hydraulic flow 
characteristics on the treatment efficiency. The approach was to use 
certain information that can be obtained from the age distribution 
function of the fluid particles within a continuous flow process vessel. 
The age distribution function represents a history of the time of 
retention of the various fluid particles in the vessel and is generated 
by injecting a tracer into the process vessel and monitoring the outlet 
from the vessel. The concentration vs. time curves at the outlets, 
which lead to the age distribution functions for a waste or a tracer, 
were made dimensionless to aid in the evaluation of each experiment. 
The prototype experimental data taken to establish existing flow 
patterns were obtained on the waste stabilization ponds of the city of 
Logan, Utah. Fluorometric techniques using rhodamine WT dye were 
used to trace the pollutant. A hydraulic model of the ponds 20 feet by 
40 feet by 3 feet deep was constructed at the Utah Water Research 
Laboratory. This model, after verification, was used to generate 
data on the effects of inlet and outlet types and location, density 
stratification, length to width ratio, and baffling on the hydraulic flow 
characteristic s. 
The information gained from the tracer concentration vs. time 
curves was used in conjunction with the first order reaction equation 
to predict treatment efficiencies for various pond designs for determin-
ing optimum conditions. 
xv 
Finally, a mathematical model of the mixing process is presented 
and outlet concentration vs. time curves generated by the model are 
compared with experimental results. This mathematical tnodel can be 
used in conjunction with the first order reaction equation to predict 
treatment efficiencies. 
The results of the experitnents perfortned on the existing ponds 
in the Logan pond system are presented in Chapter 3. The results of 
the model experiments are presented in Chapter 5. The age distribution 
function diagratns and the significant paratneters determined frotn these 
diagrams are presented along with the expected treattnent efficiency 
for each lllodel experiment. Also, derived mathematical tnodels for 
the age distribution functions are illustrated along with experitnentally 
determined age distribution functions for various pond and model experi-
tnents. 
(180 pages) 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
Introduction 
A waste stabilization pond can be defined as a shallow m.an-m.ade 
basin which utilizes natural proces ses under partially controlled con-
ditions for the reduction of organic m.atter and the destruction of 
pathogenic organism.s in waste waters. Generally the design of the 
pond has been based on past experience utilizing em.pirical data. In the 
last ten years there has been an increase in interest in stabilization 
ponds as a m.ethod of waste treatment, basically because of the rela-
tively low cost of construction and operation in com.parison with 
conventional waste treatm.ent processes. Recent design approaches 
have been related m.ore to basic scientific principles rather than being 
based entirely on em.pirical data. 
In stabilization ponds, the environm.ent is beyond the control of 
the designer which adds to the already extreme complexity of pond 
behavior. To provide ponds which will be as efficient and economical 
as possible it is necessary to study the physical, biochem.ical, and 
environmental factors which influence pond behavior. This research 
was designed to basically study the physical factors with some reference 
to the environmental conditions that influence pond behavior. 
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The treat:ment efficiency of waste stabilization ponds depends on 
rrlany factors, the rrlost irrlportant of which are generally presurrled to 
be the biological factors such as the type of waste and the organic load-
ing. However, the biological activity in a pond is greatly influenced by 
the environmental conditions of temperature, wind, sunlight, humidity, 
and such physical factors as pond geometry, inlets and outlets, and the 
hydraulic flow patterns. In the past little attention has been given to 
the hydraulic characteristics of waste stabilization ponds. Specifically, 
little consideration has been given to the gross flow patterns within 
stabilization ponds which are affected by the shape of the pond or lagoon, 
the presence of dead spaces, the existence of density differences, and 
the positioning of inlets and outlets. These hydraulic flow characteristics 
will obviously have an effect on the disper sion of the waste as well as 
the average detention tirrle for the waste and, ultirrlately, on the or ganic 
(BOD) and pathogenic organisrrl removal efficiency of the treatment 
proces s. 
This study considers the effects of these hydraulic flow charac-
teristics on the treatrrlent efficiency. The approach was to use 
inforrrlation obtained from the age distribution functions of the fluid 
particles within continuous-flow process vessels or tanks. The age 
distribution functions represent a history of the retention of the various 
fluid particles in the ves sel. Chemical engineers fir st introduced the 
general m.ethod of describing flow patterns by the use of age distribution 
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functions generated by injecting a tracer into the process vessel. A 
stabilization pond can be considered a biological or chem.ical proces s 
ves sel. In addition, the biological reactions that occur in waste 
stabilization ponds have been found to closely follow a fir st order 
chem.ical reaction. Consequently, the age distribution functions can 
be coupled with the first order reaction equation to give a quantitative 
m.easure of treatment efficiency. 
The application of a physically significant m.athem.atical m.odel 
for describing the flow patterns by use of age distribution functions is 
presented. This model, called the finite stage m.odel, consists of 
building blocks which are com.posed of live and dead flow regions. The 
live flow section consists of plug flow and completely mixed flow regions, 
while the dead flow region is com.pletely mixed and interchanges fluid 
slowly with the live flow region. This m.odel was used because of its 
obvious physical similarity to real flow system.s. The m.athematical 
m.odel can be derived from. model studies or existing pond studies and 
then coupled with the first order reaction equation to give the expected 
treatm.ent efficiency. After m.athem.atical models for the model pond 
designs have been determ.ined, they can be used to predict pond per-
form.ance of proposed new designs. 
The prototype experimental data on hydraulic circulation were 
taken in the waste stabilization ponds operated by the city of Logan, 
Utah. These ponds were also modeled in the Utah Water Research 
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Laboratory using a 20 foot by 40 foot tank 3 feet deep. The model was 
verified and then us ed to generate data on the effect of inlet and outlet 
placement and baffling on the hydraulic flow characteristics. In 
addition, the sensitivity of the model to Reynold's number variation 
and model scale distortion was measured to provide some information 
on how precisely modeling laws must be satisfied to achieve good agree-
ment between rn.odel and prototype. Additional model experiments were 
performed to determine the influence on pond performance of density 
currents in a density stratified flow. 
Literature Review 
Review of waste stabilization ponds 
General concept and fundamental 
principles 
The terms "stabilization pond, II liS ewage lagoon, 11 "oxidation 
pond," and other s are generally applied to artificially created bodies 
of water intended to retain waste flows containing degradable or ganic 
com.pounds until biological processes render them. stable and hence 
either unobjectionable from an oxygen-demand viewpoint for discharge 
into natural waters or removal by percolation and evaporation. The 
theoretical minimum detention time of these ponds is that sufficient to 
permit biodegradation of organic matter and die-away of pathogenic 
bacteria and parasites. The theoretical maximum time is the minimum 
5 
time plus that necessary to tie up the stable products of biodegradation 
in algal cells. 
Stabilization ponds are generally classified according to types of 
inflow or outflow conditions. Some of these types are raw sewage ponds, 
primary and secondary sewage ponds, overflow and non-overflow ponds 
and others. They are also classified according to the types of biological 
processes that occur. 
The three types of biological conditions that occur in stabilization 
ponds are (1) aerobic conditions, (2) anaerobic conditions, and (3) 
combined aerobic and anaerobic conditions termed facultative. 
The biological process depends on the effective use of bacteria 
for the degradation of organic material and the availability of green algae 
for oxygen-production. The bacteria break down and use up many com-
plex organic waste materials; the algae, helped by fungi, consume the 
simpler degradation products. 
The relative rate of production and consumption of oxygen by algae 
and bacteria respectively determines the nature of the pond. Whenever 
the rate of production of oxygen by algae is greater than the rate of con-
sumption of oxygen by bacteria, the process is termed "aerobic." If 
the rever se is true, "anaerobic" conditions prevail. 
Anaerobic conditions are characterized by the foul odor s accompa-
nying this biological process. This is due to the complex products of 
fermentation, mainly hydrogen sulfide. The gaseous product of aerobic 
digestion is carbon dioxide which makes this process relatively odor 
free. 
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Most stabilization ponds are actually facultative; that is, they have 
combined aerobic and anaerobic zones. Aerobic conditions occur in the 
upper strata of the water body where greater sunlight penetration acti-
vates the photosynthesis process to greater completion than at lower 
depths. Anaerobic conditions occur in the lower depths because of 
reduced sunlight penetration which results in an oxygen deficiency. Even 
in shallow ponds, anaerobic conditions often exist because of the settle-
able organic matter at the bottom which depletes the available oxygen. 
Gloyna (no date given) says that the design and operation of all waste 
stabilization ponds must aim at an algal- bacterial balance wherein the 
amount of waste water discharged into the pond cornrn.ensurates with the 
amount of available dis solved oxygen. 
The fundamental principles underlying the biological operation of 
waste stabilization ponds is that their action depends upon the simul-
taneous and continuous functioning of both the right-hand and left-hand 
sectors of the aerobic cycle of organic growth and decay (McGauhey, 
1968). The conventional system carries out only the degradation process 
and leaves the growth potential to be exerted in the receiving water. The 
significance of this principle is that the input to sewage ponds is biodegrad-
able dead organic wastes and the output is living organic matter at a 
higher ener gy level. This brings up one very important consideration. 
The potential biological oxygen dellland (BOD) of the effluent may be 
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greater than that of the influent. The living algal cells, however, are 
not quickly available for biodegradation because of their hardiness of 
life. But the underlying factor see:ms to be that in ter:ms of water 
quality, the stabilization pond effluent :may substitute an aesthetic factor 
for the quality factors as sociated with biodegradation unless the algal 
cells are harvested. 
The following sum:marizes so:me of the :most i:mportant factor s 
in the operation of stabilization ponds. 
1. Algae--The life cycle of algae influences the biology and 
che:mistry of the aquatic environ:m.ent greatly. The growth rate of algae 
is influenced by available light source, te:mperature, the presence of 
nutrients, pH and other environ:mental factor s. 
2. Light Energy--This factor has a direct influence on the growth 
of algae. 
3. Te:mperature--This factor also, has a direct influence on algae 
growth as well as the hydrodyna:mics of stabilization ponds. 
4. Bacterial Nutritional Require:ments - -For the :most efficient 
reduction of organic wastes through biological oxidation adequate nutrient 
supplies should be provided for the bacteria. Deficiency in any of the 
i:mportant substances such as phosphorous, nitrogen, and sulfates, and 
:minerals such as potassium. and calciu:m., will result in a serious curtail-
:ment of bacterial growth and activity. 
5. Algal Nutrients--These are derived fro:m two :main sources, 
(a) the photosynthetic process by which carbon dioxide together with 
a:m:monia and other nitrogen containing co:mpounds produced by the 
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decom.position of organics and released by hydrolysis, and (b) endogenous 
m.etabolism. by which algae use the products of degradation of other algae 
(Rich, 1963). 
6. Physical Environm.ent--The hydrodynam.ic and physical shape 
of the pond along with such param.eter s as depth, length, width, inlet 
and outlet devices and location, and the porosity of the soil have a 
distinct influence on the ecological perform.ance of the pond. Herm.ann 
and Gloyna (1958) have shown that the BOD rem.oval efficiency, for given 
influent loads and detention periods, is a function of pond depth. Therm.al 
m.icrostratification (Stahl and May, 1967) and weed growth (McKinney, 
1967) have also been shown to affect BOD rem.oval efficiency. The pond 
surface area has been shown to be directly related to wind agitation, 
reaeration, evaporation, percolation, and precipitation (Oswald, 1963). 
Design consideration and criteria 
The previous approaches to the design of waste stabilization ponds 
have been prim.arily em.pirical with such param.eters as depth, retention 
tim.e, physical shape of pond, and BOD reduction derived from. observed 
practical experience. Advances in biological oxidation, photosynthetic 
phenom.ena, and algalogy m.ake the theoretical approach both possible 
and feasible from. the biological standpoint. 
The design param.eter s which m.ust be established for stabilization 
ponds include detention period, hydraulic loading, depth, recirculation, 
m.ixing, pond size and shape, and inlet and outlet system.s. Because 
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there are many different methods for determining these parameters 
and design methods for the three types of ponds, aerobic, anaerobic, 
and facultative, a detailed listing of these will not be made here. But 
those parameters, which are all determined in essentially the same 
way, will be briefly mentioned. 
1. Detention period (theoretical)- -the volume of the pond divided 
by the flowrate into the pond. 
2. Hydraulic loading- -the depth of the pond divided by the 
theoretical detention time. 
3. Depth. 
The determination of the pond depth is somewhat arbitrary depending 
on the pond type. Most of the other parameter s have been determined 
essentially from past experience with sewage ponds. 
There has been at least one attempt to determine these design 
parameters from an experimental model and incorporate these into a 
design equation based on chemical reactor design methods {Thirumurthi, 
1969}. The goal was to try and develop design formulas based on sound 
scientific and mathematical principles related to chemical engineering 
unit operations and reactor design concepts. 
It is felt by some that the future of waste stabilization ponds as a 
method of treatment depends on the improvement of design, and it appears 
that, initially, the problems of hydraulic design must be solved. Present 
design concepts tend to neglect the shape of the treatment pond, the 
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existence of dead spaces, short circuiting, density differences, and 
the inlet and outlet flow patterns. These hydraulic flow characteristics 
will have an obvious effect on rnolecular and turbulent diffusion as well 
as the detention tirne and, hence, on BOD rernoval efficiency. 
Chernical reactor design 
In recent years, sorne researchers (Oswald, 1963, and Thirurnurthi, 
1969) have tried to develop a design rnethod based on sound scientific 
principles. The approach was to develop a rnethod for designing algal 
waste stabilization ponds based on existing chemical-engineering practice 
for reactor design. The discussion of these approaches will be rnade 
later. Fir st, some of the important chemical engineering terms must 
be defined. 
1. Chernical reactor - A chemical reactor is a vessel in which a 
chernical reaction takes place. There are three general types of reactors, 
narnely, the batch, the steady flow, and the unsteady flow reactor s. A 
steady flow reactor is one in which the influent and effluent flow rates 
rernain constant with tirne and as a result it is mathematically easier to 
work with than the unsteady flow reactor. Also, the steady flow reactor 
is more realistic than a batch reactor from the viewpoint of a sanitary 
engineer because the biological processes of stabilization pond operation 
are continuous rather than batch. Those two reasons point out the 
desirability of using steady flow reactor principles in the design of 
waste stabilization ponds. 
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2. Types of fluid flow in a vessel - When a fluid passes through 
a reactor, tank, or pond, a number of possible patterns of flow could 
exist depending on the entrance and exit arrangements, short circuiting, 
flow rate, velocity, volume of tank, and fluid properties. The two 
general types of flow are: (a) ideal flow (b) non-ideal flow. 
(a) Ideal flow - Consists of two types: plug flow (piston, slug, 
tabular, or non-mix flow), which is characterized by the fact that the 
flow of fluid through the tank is orderly with no element of fluid over-
taking any other element as shown in Figure I-a. Consequently, there 
is no velocity gradient and diffusion. The residence or detention time 
of all fluid elements is the same. Completely mixed (total back mix, or 
stirred tank) flow is characterized by a uniform composition in the tank 
(Figure I-b). Any fluid element has an equal chance of being found at 
the outlet. 
(b) Non-ideal flow - An actual process vessel, like an aeration 
tank or a waste stabilization pond, is obviously far from ideal. In an 
actual situation stagnant pockets or dead space, short circuiting and 
dispersion will occur to create non-ideal type flows characterized as 
channeling, recycling, eddying, etc. Since the flow in a tank or pond is 
in reality non-ideal, it is obvious that the problem should be approached 
using non-ideal flow terms. 
3. Stimulus-response methods of characterizing flow - A tracer 
or stimulus is applied at the inlet to a tank or vessel and its response 
is measured as a function of time at the outlet. 
Influent 
.. 
(a) Plug Flow 
Influent 
) ) ( 
\ 
(b) Completely Mixed Flow 
I 
Figure 1. Ideal hydraulic flow patterns. 
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4. Open and closed vessels - A closed vessel is one for which 
the fluid moves in and out by bulk flow alone. Plug flow exists in the 
entering and leaving streams. An open vessel is one where neither the 
entering nor the leaving fluid streams satisfy the plug flow requirements 
of the closed vessel. A waste stabilization pond is considered to be a 
closed vessel. 
5. Mean residence time of fluid (theoretical) - The theoretical 
detention time, t, is defined as the volume of the vessel divided by the 
flowrate through the vessel. 
6. Reduced or dimensionless time - The dimensionless time 9, 
is defined as time, t, divided by the theoretical detention time, t. 
Age distribution functions 
Danckwerts (1953) fir st introduced the general idea of age distri-
bution functions. These functions give information about the fluid that 
resides a certain time in a closed vessel. This type of treatment does 
not give information about point-to-point changes of the variables and 
thus doe s not yield complete information about the behavior of the fluid 
in the vessel. But it does give some good information about the general 
behavior. 
Some of the most useful age distribution functions follow: 
F-diagrams. If the incoming fluid flowing into a vessel is suddenly 
changed from a white to a red color, then F (9) is the fraction of red 
material that occurs at the outlet as a function of dimensionles s time. A 
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1 F" 2 h F d" plot of F (Q) vs. 9 is called the F -diagram. Igure sows - lagrams 
for some representative types of flow functions. 
Since there is always some longitudinal mixing with Newtonian 
fluids, due to viscous effects and molecular or eddy diffusion, the perfect 
piston or plug flow (curve A, Figure 2) will never occur. Curve B in 
Figure 2 shows a representative F-diagram for flow with some longi-
tudinal mixing. Curve C is a diagram for complete mixing given by the 
equation 
F(Q) -9 = 1 - e (l) 
Curve D is the F-diagrarn where there is considerable "dead water. " 
The terrn "dead water l ' or I'stagnant pockets" rneans that sorne fraction 
of the fluid is trapped in corner eddies, and spends much rnore than the 
average length of tirne in the vessel. 
The shape of an F-diagrarn depends on the relative times taken by 
various portions of the fluid to flow through the vessel or in other words, 
on the distribution of particle residence times. 
C-diagrams. The sarne information as that obtained with an F-
diagrarn can be obtained with a C-diagram. If a known amount, M T , of 
tracer is instantaneously injected into the inlet, then C (8) is the dirnension-
less concentration of that tracer at the outlet as a function of dimensionless 
time. C-diagrams are dirnensionless plots similar to F-diagrarns where 
IThe F-diagram, in reality, is a dimensionless mass diagram. 
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Figure 3. The C-diagram. 
C(8) = c 
c 
o 
c is the tracer concentration as a function of tim.e, v 
and e is defined the sam.e as for F-diagrams. Figure 3 shows som.e 
typical C -diagrams for the systems whose F -diagrams are given in 
Figure 2. 
The relationship between F-diagram and C-diagrams can easily 
be shown as: 
C = = 
dF 
de (2 ) 
Equation (3) represents the total fraction of tracer material that has left 
the vessel at the exit having ages between 0 and 9. 
c 
c 
o 
d9 = F(9) 
Also the total area under every C-diagram is equal to unity. 
Previous design approaches - -biological 
reactors 
• (3) 
If a mas s balance is determined for a one-dimensional flow through 
a chemical reactor with a first order chemical reaction occurring, the 
following differential equation results: 
in which 
u 
o 
oN 
ox - KN = 0 
D = axial dispersion coefficient 
(4 ) 
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K = first order reaction coefficient 
N = reactant concentration 
U = fluid velocity 0 
x = coordinate in direction of flow 
This equation has been solved analytically by Wehner and Wilhelem (1958). 
For any kind of entrance and exit conditions the solution is: 
N 4a e 1/2d 00 
= a/2d -a/2d (5) No 2 2 (1 + a) e - (a - a) e 
N = effluent concentration of reactant 00 
No = influent concentration of reactant 
a = 1 + 4Kt d c 
d = diffu s i vi ty coefficient 
t = actual detention time c 
The term d in Equation (5) characterizes the non-ideal flow in a pond 
d = D/U i. (6 ) 0 
in which 
D = axial dispersion coefficient 
U = fluid velocity 0 
i. = a characteristic length or size 
The coefficient, d, varies from zero for plug flow to infinity for com-
pletely mixed flow. For non-ideal flow situations d will assum.e a value 
between zero and infinity. This equation is a conversion equation and 
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when solved represents the performance of a reactor. The equation is 
based on the concept of a dispersion model which represents the resident 
time distribution of fluid particles c(t) with d the important variable 
that characterizes the non-ideal nature of the flow. 
Thirumurthi and Nashashibi (1967) have used Equation (5) in their 
research. They have stated that short-circuiting in tanks, exit and 
entrance hydraulic devices and other hydraulic mixing characteristics 
can be represented by the value of d. Also, temperature, influent waste 
qualities, nutrient deficiencies, organic load and other biological factors 
can be accounted for by the value of K. The hydraulic load is represented 
by the value of the actual (mean) detention time, t . 
c 
Thirurnurthi and Nashashibi simulated a waste stabilization pond 
with a glass rectangular tank (8 11 x 10" x 18"), with fluorescent lights 
and a synthetic chemical sewage. They determined values of K, d, and 
t from their experiments. There was no direct tie with existing ponds 
c 
to verify their work. However, they felt, from the results of their 
research, that the application of chemical engineering reactor design 
principles fits the complex biological reactions reasonably well. 
Murphy and Timpany (1967) and Murphy and Boyko (1970) have also 
used a similar approach in their research to develop a design procedure 
and a method of analyzing aeration and spiral-flow aeration tanks. 
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Modeling of stratified flow 
In designing a rn.odel to sirn.ulate existing conditions in waste stabi-
lization ponds, the following types of situations can occur: 
1. Inflow fluid rn.ore dense than a:mbient fluid (sum:mer ti:me flows). 
2. Inflow fluid of sa:me density as a:mbient fluid. 
3. Inflow less dense than a:mbient fluid. 
In reviewing past work perform.ed on stratified flows and density 
currents caused from. either te:mperature gradients or variations in 
co:mposition (i. e. varying salt concentrations) use has been m.ade of the 
densi:metric Froude nu:mber as a :modeling criteria in :most all cases. 
Stefan and Schiebe (1970) in their m.odel studies of heated water 
flow into im.pound:ments used an inlet Reynolds nu:mber and a densim.etric 
Froude num.ber with additional di:mensionless heat transfer term.s. The 
densi:metric Froude nu:mber is defined as 
U 
F~ 0 (7) = ~~p/pgJ. 
in which 
F~ = densim.etric Froude nu:mber 
Uo = reference fluid velocity 
~ pi p = degree of stratification-density difference divided by a 
reference density 
g = gravity 
J. = characteristic length 
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Barr (l963b) used a densimetric Froude number as a criterion 
for similarity. He noted that sometimes comparisons of model and 
prototype behavior are made on the basis of the Richardson number R., 
1 
although the Richardson number was originally intended as a criterion 
for the degree of stability of turbulence in flows of varying stratification. 
R. given by Prandt1 is: 
1 
R. = ..:.& 
1 P 
5!e/[d,!\2 
dz ldz) 
in which 
R. = Richardson number 
1 
u = fluid velocity 
z = vertical coordinate 
Barr defines R. for simulation criterion as: 
1 
R. 
1 
__ .& ~ /(u)2 _ _ -2 
- P l. / I. - Ft\ • 
• (8) 
(9 ) 
Barr derives the densim.etric Froude number in two ways: (1) by express-
ing the ratios of the inertial and gravitational forces for m.ode1 and 
prototype. (2) By energy concepts (kinetic energy available for m.ixing 
equals work done against the density gradient). 
Barr stated that if the model scale must be distorted, i. e., the 
height ratio between model and prototype different than the length ratio, 
the discharge should be increased to m.aintain turbulent flow and allow 
the viscous forces to be neglected. If the discharge is increased, the 
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relative densities should be adjusted to m.aintain Richardson or densi-
m.etric Froude sim.ilarity. 
This adjustm.ent is: 
(~ p p (10) 
in which the subscript m. refers to the m.ode1 and p refers to prototype, 
and 
M = 
Q 
m. 
Q (com.puted) 
m. 
Q = the actual flowrate in the m.odel 
m. 
Q (com.puted) = the flowrate from. m.odel prototype relationships 
m. 
for the m.odel for Reynolds num.ber s 
Barr also suggested that exaggeration of the horizontal length scale is 
neces sary for corr ect sim.ulation of the rate of spread of the stratified 
layer. 
In a later paper Barr (196 3a) discussed m.odeling param.eter s for 
sim.ulation of salinity intrusion. He com.bines F.6, and Re to give the 
densim.etric Froude-Reynolds number criterion for model simulation. 
1 d 3/2 
F R = (~e ~2. 0 (11) 
.6. e lp' v 
In discussing the application of F.6,R e criterion, Barr stated that 
a model study of internal movem.ents resulting from. sm.all density 
differences would be expected to correspond closely with the prototype 
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in all respects, if the prototype F6.Re number could be obtained in the 
model, providing that the model boundary was geometrically similar to 
that of the prototype and two main limitations were met. 
These two limitations are: 
1. (6.p/ p) can be considerably greater than (6.p/ p) only if the 
m p 
ratio of the densities of the two liquids do not differ significantly between 
model and prototype. This is because of the fixed relation between the 
gravity and inertia forces. 
2. The introduction of a second liquid means that v is a charac-
teristic kinematic viscosity and 
(v /v b ) must equal (v /vb ) a map 
Either va or 'b could be characteristic. Barr also stated that even 
equality of F 6.Re numbers may not be necessary if the flow in both model 
and prototype were in the fully developed turbulence region. 
Other author s have used similar criterion for modeling density 
current phenomena. A few of these are: 
1. Fietz and Wood (1967) used both local and orifice or inlet 
Richardson and Reynolds numbers derived from dimensional analysis 
for their experimental three-dimensional density current study. 
2. Wood (1967) used a densimetric Froude or Richardson number 
in his two-dimensional density current study. 
3. In dis cus sing the similarity of flow turbulence, Chen (1965) in 
a paper on the simulation of flow in cooling reservoirs, stated that the 
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model should be designed under Richardson
' 
s criterion: 
(12 ) 
He also stated that similarity in the general flow pattern includes (1) the 
similarity of flow in the inflow channel and the flow into the reservoir, 
(2) the similarity in interchange between kinetic energy and potential 
energy of flow, (3) the similarity in buoyancy, and (4) the similarity in 
the tendency of forming a density current. The criteria thus required 
were: 
(13a) 
R· = 1 1 ( l3b) 
r 
(13c) 
Re denotes some critical value. In the case of (/:l. pI p) unequal in 
cr 
model and prototype, Equations (13a) and (13c) cannot be satisfied 
simultaneously; so Chen stated that it is better to give up F r number 
as its scale effect is generally limited to the local inlet area and the 
similarity of the general flow pattern of the whole reservoir is not 
greatly affected. The third criterion for similarity is that the Reynolds 
number in the model should be greater than some critical value based 
on the flow pattern. Chen suggested dropping the length term and using 
the ratio Q Iv to replace the Reynolds num.ber. Therefore, the similarity 
rule becomes: (Q Iv )m > (Q Iv) • 
cr 
Discharges above (Q Iv) will result 
cr 
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in the same general flow pattern. Chen suggested that (Q Iv) be 
cr 
estimated from past experiments and checked in the model study. He 
also pointed out that (Q Iv) is governed by the ITlodel size, water depth, 
r 
re servoir , topography, relative positions of the inlet and outlets, etc. 
This chapter has consisted of a review of the general concepts and 
fundamental principles of waste stabilization ponds. Also, chemical 
reactor designing principles and their application to biological reactor s 
such as sewage lagoons or aeration tanks have been dis cus sed. Finally, 
the basic criteria for modeling stratified flow was presented. 
The next chapter presents the important theoretical concepts that 
were an integral part of this study. 
CHAPTER 2 
THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT 
C -Diagram. Param.eter s 
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To be able to account exactly for nonideal flow requires knowledge 
of the complete flow pattern of the fluid within the tank or pond. In 
obtaining this knowledge, practical difficulties arise since it would 
require the complete velocity distribution picture of the fluid within the 
vessel. Therefore, an alternate approach was used requiring knowledge 
only of how long different elem.ents of the fluid rem.ain in the ves sel. 
This partial inform.ation is rather easy to obtain experim.entally and 
interpr et. Although it will not com.pletely define the nonideal flow pattern 
within the pond, this approach yields inform.ation which is sufficient in 
m.any cases to allow a satisfactory accounting of the actual existing flow 
pattern and to determ.ine the conversion of waste in the pond. 
The experim.ental technique used for finding this desired distri-
bution of residence tim.es of fluid in the pond is a stim.ulus -response 
technique using tracer m.aterial in the flowing fluid. The tracer is 
injected in the inlet at a known concentration and the response or con-
centration at the outlet is m.easured as a function of tim.e. 
The treatment will be lim.ited to steady-state flow with one entering 
and leaving stream.. From the concentration vs. tim.e curve at the outlet, 
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C and F diagram.s will be determined. 
Several param.eters can be defined from the C-diagram and F-
diagram which give some measure as to the extent and effectiveness of 
mixing in the vessel. These parameters will be used to check quanti-
tatively the effectiveness of various factors such as inlet and outlet 
positions, geometrical, and fluid properties of the pond. The C -diagraITls 
will also be used to determine the expected conversion of the reactant 
for selected experiments. 
Mean residence time 
The mean residence tim.e 9c is a measure of the average time 
the tracer slug spends in the vessel. 
fo c 9d9 
c 
0 0 
a (9 ) = (14) 
c 0 S9 0 c d e -Co 
0 
The value of 9c (9 0 ) is the distance from the origin to the centroid of 
that portion of the C -diagraITl between the origin and eo. The value of 
e is arbitrarily taken as 2 because after two detention times, 
o 
c c on 
o 
the C-diagram is generally small and data taken beyond this point are 
near the limit of readibility of the tracer sensing instruments. Further-
more, if all paraITleters are constructed using data for 0 < e < 2 then 
the comparison of the results will be meaningful. The equation for mean 
residence time then becomes 
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12 c a d9 Co 
9 = (15) c S2 c d9 -
0 Co 
Dead space 
In any flow vessel there are generally regions where mixing is 
less active than desirable. Generally, this occurs in corners of the 
vessel. These regions of poor mixing will be called dead spaces if the 
fluid moving through these spaces takes 5 to 10 times as long to pass 
through the vessel as does the main flow. An indication of the amount 
of dead space in a flow vessel is indicated on the C-diagram by a long 
tail on the C-curve. 
If the flow through the vessel has a m.inimum of dead space then 
the mean residence time tc will approach the detention time and 9
c 
will approach 1. O. If there are substantial dead water regions in the 
flow then a large portion of the tracer will leave the ves sel before 9 = 1. 
This will shift the centroid of the C -diagram toward the origin and make 
9 < 1. O. c 
To define the dead space a fictitious vessel will be described which 
will have no dead space and cons equently will be smaller than the actual 
ves sel. Its volume will be designated as Vr This fictitious ves sel will 
pass only the tracer which passed through the actual vessel up to Q= 2 
and this amount will be considered the total amount of tracer for the 
fictitious vessel. The flowrate through the fictitious vessel is Qf where 
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Qf may be considered that portion of the original flow rate which was 
moving fluid through the vessel at an acceptable rate. 
The mean residence tim.e of the fictitious vessel will be equal to 
that of the actual vessel and the detention time t f in the fictitious vessel 
will equal the mean residence tim.e t • 
c 
and 
then 
t 
c 
t 
V 
t = Q 
Now calling the dead space 
one obtains 
This means that if 
If Vd/V is defined as the dead space parameter Vd then 
(16 ) 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21 ) 
(22 ) 
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Deviation from. plug flow 
It is recognized that the ideal situation for flow through a waste 
stabilization pond is typified by plug flow. If the incom.ing waste m.ixes 
vertically and horizontally just enough to obtain good treatm.ent and then 
m.oves through the pond as a slug, the optim.um. condition, called plug 
flow, has been realized. That is, all the fluid will have rem.ained in the 
pond long enough for the desired degree of treatm.ent and none will have 
rem.ained longer than necessary. This condition leads to a pond of 
m.inim.um. volum.e for a given waste load and hence, m.inim.um. cost. 
The deviation of a given flow from. plug flow can, therefore, be 
considered a m.easure of pond efficiency. It is the waste that leaves the 
pond before one detention tim.e that contributes to poor pond efficiency. 
Furtherm.ore, it is not only the am.ount of waste leaving too soon but the 
am.ount of tim.e it lacks of rem.aining in the pond one detention tim.e that 
is im.portant. Consequently, the deviation from. plug flow param.eter 
9pf will be defined, as shown in Figure 4, as the distance from. line 
Q = 1 to the centroid of the area under the C-curve from. O:s 8 :s 1. The 
equation us ed to calculate 8 is 
pf 
apf = 
c (1 - 9) - d 9 
c 
o 
c 
c 
o 
d a 
(23 ) 
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Figure 4. The plug flow deviation paratneter. 
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2.0 
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Computer program N-l in the Appendix was developed to calcu-
late the C - diagram, F -diagrarn., and the other irn.portant parameter s 
discussed in this section. Each experiment was evaluated with these 
parameters to determine the most efficient design from a hydraulic 
standpoint. For best hydraulic performance that will result in maximum 
biological performance, the dimensionless mean residence time 9 
c 
should approach one. As 9 c increases for given hydraulic conditions, 
the biological conversion would increase because the average detention 
time of the fluid particles would be greater. 
Dead space has an obvious effect on conversion. Quantitatively, 
as dead space parameter Vd increases, the effective flow area decreases 
which results in a decreased detention time of the waste water and poorer 
biological performance. 
The plug flow deviation parameter, 9 pf will decrease in value as 
the hydraulic efficiency increases. Since maximum hydraulic efficiency 
and maximum conversion occurs when 8 = 1. 0 the same will hold true 
c 
when apf = O. O. 
The best flow situation that would result in an optimal detention 
time, and a minimum value for dead space and for the plug flow devi-
ation parameter, would be plug or one - dimensional flow. However, in 
an actual pond it is important that the incoming flow mixes well at the 
outset to effectuate intimate contact of the waste material with the 
microorganisms in the pond. It is felt that for maximum conversion, 
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the incoming waste water should be diffused in such a way as to effectuate 
complete vertical and lateral mixing and then travel as a slug toward the 
outlet. This type of flow would utilize the complete cross-sectional area 
of the pond which would result in a minimum value for V d and 9 pf and 
a optimum value for g. This flow situation would then give maximum 
c 
conversion for the given geometrical dimensions and hydraulic charac-
teristics of the pond. 
Mathematical Approach 
Conver sion equations 
In a waste stabilization pond, the major concern is the extent of 
reaction of the waste material during its stay within the pond. For a 
reaction with a rate that is linear with concentration (r c = ~~ = KN) 
the extent of reaction can be predicted solely from knowledge of the 
length of time each reactant element has spent in the reactor. The exact 
nature of the surrounding elements is of little importance. The distri-
bution of residence times (C-diagram) gives information on how long 
various elements of fluid spend in a reactor, but not on the detailed 
exchange of matter within and between the elements. Because of this, 
the distribution of residence times yields sufficient information for the 
prediction of the average concentration in the reactor effluent. A waste 
stabilization pond is a biological reactor that closely corresponds to a 
first order (linear) chemical reactor, thereby supporting the use of 
chemical reactor design principles. 
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To determine the conver sion of a chemical or biological reactor 
using the distribution of residence times, the following equation 
(Levenspiel and Bischoff, 1963) can be used: 
(on~::;atio) of reactant = leaving the 
reactor 
unreacted 
~ 
all elements 
of exit 
stream (
concentratiOn) 
of reactant 
remaining in • 
an element of 
age between t 
and t +dt 
(
Fraction of ) 
exit stream 
which consists 
of element s of 
age between 
t and t + dt 
(24a) 
This equation says that for a steady flow if a sample was taken of 
the entire exit stream at some time and the extent of conversion of each 
waste or reactant element was determined and summed for all the 
elements in the exit stream or sample, the resulting quantity would be 
the mean concentration of the waste or reactant leaving the reactor 
unreacted. This same information can be obtained in a more convenient 
way by the following equation: 
de (24b) 
in which 
N = concentration of reactant as a function of time 
N = mean concentration of reactant leaving the reactor in an 
00 
c 
c 
o 
unreacted state 
= residence time distribution of fluid particles 
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Equation 24b assumes a slug injection of reactant or pollutant and thereby 
requires a summation over time to account for the conversion of all the 
pollutant elements inj ected into the reactor. Referring to the fir st order 
reaction equation 
dN 
dt = - KN 
in which K = fir st order reaction coefficient. When t = 0, 
(25 ) 
N=N 
o 
with No = initial concentration of reactant. Integration of Equation 25 
yields 
N = N 
o 
-Kt 8 
e (26 ) 
which is the well known equation that gives the remaining BOD of a waste 
as a function of No' K, and t. Incorporating Equation 26 into Equation 
24 gives 
N 
00 
N 
o 
= 
Seo 
o 
-Kt e 
e (c:) d 8 (27) 
Equation 27 is the general equation for the conver sion of a reactant 
in a chemical or biological reactor. The reliability of this equation for 
accurately determining the fraction of unreacted material leaving a 
reactor is dependent on (1) how closely the reactant or waste material 
follows a first order reaction, (2) the value for the first order reaction 
coefficient, and (3) the appropriate expression for the residence time 
distribution of fluid part icles in the reactor. 
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In using experimentally determined c/ Co functions, the data are 
generally unreliable beyond g = 2. O. In determining the extent of reaction 
of a waste, Equation 27 can be modified to 
= 
-Kt 9 
e d9 
where experimental c / Co functions are used. 
(28) 
Equation 28 will give the fraction of material that has not undergone 
reaction at 9 = 2. O. To determine the extent of reaction or treatment 
efficiency, as a percent, N2 IN 0 should be subtracted from one and the 
resulting quantity multiplied by 100. 
Values for N2 IN 0 and expected treatment efficiencies have been 
deterrnined for a nurnber of actual pond designs. These results are 
found in Chapter 5. 
Mathematical rnodels for age 
distribution functions 
Ideal flow rnodels 
In using either Equation 27 or 28 it would be desirable to express 
the age distribution function c I Co as a mathernatical function. For ideal 
fluid flow situations this has been done. 
For completely mixed flow in a single reactor, the age distribution 
function is: 
-9 
= e (29) 
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when incorporating this expression into Equation 29 the solution is: 
N 
00 1 (30 ) 
= 1 +Kt 
For a series of equal-sized co:mpletely :mixed flow reactors, the age 
distribution function is: 
1 
= (j - l)! 
-9 
e 
where j = num.ber of reactors. And the conversion equation is: 
For plug flow, the conver sion equation is 
N 
00 
N 
o 
-Kt 
= e 
(31 ) 
(32 ) 
(33) 
Equations 30 and 33 have been used quite extensively in the design 
of various wastewater treatm.ent facilities. 
Non-ideal flow m.odels 
In actual flow situations, the ideal flow conditions of plug, or 
com.pletely m.ixed flow, are never obtained. It would therefore be desirable 
to develop an appropriate equation to describe the residence tim.e distri-
bution for use in Equation 27 or 28 which would m.ake it possible to 
predict organic waste or other reactant conversion. 
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There have been a num.ber of m.odels developed and these are 
classified as (1) dispersed plug flow m.odels, (2) tanks in series or 
m.ixing cell m.odels, and (3) com.bined m.odels. 
Equation (5) in Chapter 1 is a m.athem.atical expression of the 
dispersed plug flow situation. This equation has been used to som.e 
extent in proposed design m.ethods for wastewater treatm.ent facilities. 
Figure 5 from. Levenspiel (1962) is a graphical representation of 
Equation (5). The ratio of reactor volum.e needed with disper sion to 
the plug-flow volum.e (V Iv p) is plotted against the fraction of reactant 
rem.aining at the outlet, with d (dispersion effect) as the varying 
param.eter. 
From. this plot, it can be seen for a given degree of treatm.ent 
or percentage reactant rem.aining, that as d increases, the actual 
volum.e of the reactor increases in relation to the volum.e of a plug 
flow reactor to obtain the sam.e degree of treatm.ent. In other words 
this m.eans that the best flow situation would be one which D10st nearly 
approxiD1ates a plug flow m.odel. A design of a waste stabilization 
pond where its residence tim.e distribution approaches c I c for a 
o 
plug flow m.odel, (i. e. t - t e f - O. 0 and dead space is a m.iniD1um.) 
c t p 
m.axim.um. conversion of organic m.atter would result. 
It has been found that the only m.athem.atical m.odel that can ade-
quately characterize or represent the age distribution functions in 
existing sewage lagoons is a com.bined m.odel. A com.bined D10del is 
different than disper sed plug flow or D1ixing cell m.odels in that it 
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Figure 5. Graphical representation of Equation 5--dispersed plug 
flow model (Levenspiel, 1962). 
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consists of interconnected flow regions with various m.odes of flow 
between and around these regions. A com.bined m.odel consists of plug 
flow regions, com.pletely m.ixed flow regions, dispersed plug-flow 
regions, and dead water regions. 
The next section describes the com.bined m.odel that was used in 
this research to represent the age distribution functions of waste stabi-
lization ponds. 
The finite stage or com.bined m.odel 
A com.bined m.odel called a finite stage m.odel has been developed 
by Hovorka (1961) and Adler et al.(l963}. This m.odel com.bines networks 
of perfectly m.ixed and plug flow stages. It is flexible and perm.its 
cha racterization of such m.ajor flow characteristics as partial m.ixing 
in the lateral and longitudinal dir ections, relative dead flow regions, 
and short circuiting. The basic m.odule which is com.pos ed of a plug 
flow unit, a dead water unit, and a backm.ix (com.pletely m.ixed) unit is 
shown in Figure 60 The dead water region is viewed to be in backm.ix 
flow and to be interchanging fluid slowly with the active com.pletely m.ixed 
flow region. 
To characterize a non-ideal flow situation, the basic m.odule 
m.ay be repeated any integral num.ber of tim.es, n. Figure 7a shows a 
typical flow situation and Figure 7b gives the finite stage m.odel for this 
case. 
Q-+---. 
F b Dead flow unit 
com.pletely 
m.ixed flow 
unit 
F 
c 
plug flow 
unit 
F~gure 6. The basic m.odule of the finite stage m.odel. 
F 
c 
: 
: 
a. Given flow situation 
Q 
b. Finite stage m.odel 
Figure 7. Finite stage m.odel for a given flow situation. 
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Figure 7a shows that the flow systeITl ITlay be divided into two 
types of regions: 
(1) A live flow region shown as aI' a Z' c I ' and c z, where the 
bulk of the fluid flow occurs. 
(Z) A series of dead flow regions shown as b l and b Z' which 
have a sITlal1 aITlount of fluid interchange with the live flow region. 
Each live-flow region has limited ITlixing in the longitudinal 
direction where the dead-flow region is well-mixed, but has no direct 
ITleans of ITlixing with other dead regions. 
Any physical systeITl with any degree of longitudinal mixing ITlay 
be approxiITlated by a model containing a cOITlbination of live and dead-
flow regions. This is the basis of the finite stage model developed by 
Hovorka. 
The finite stage ITlodel requires four parameters: 
F = fraction of the total system volume represented by per-
a 
fectly ITlixed units in the live-flow region. 
F b = fraction of the total system. volume contained in dead-flow 
regions. 
F = fraction of the total system. volume contained in plug-flow 
c 
elements. It also represents the delay time or tiITle when tracer first 
appears at the vessel exit. 
KH = the fraction of the main flow which is interchanging between 
live and dead-flow regions. 
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n = the number of basic modules in series. 
Physically, the parameters of the model must be subject to the 
following restrictions: 
o ~F ~ 1 
a 
o =5F < 1 
b 
O<F
a
+F
b
=51 
o SK
H 
n = 1,2,3 ••• (Integral values only) 
F +Fb+F =1 
a c 
The live-flow region can approximate any level of longitudinal 
mixing fro:m one extre:me of no mixing to the other extre:me of perfect 
mixing depending upon the relative size of F and F. Varying the 
a c 
value of ~ can also cause various levels of :mixing. The value of n 
effects the longitudinal :mixing length, sm.all n corresponding to long 
:mixing lengths. The value of KH also effects the amount of inter-
change between dead-flow and live-flow regions. 
Parameter evaluation and :model solution 
Finite stage m.odels and their parameter s have definite physical 
significance, and it would be desirable to predict these parameters 
from a knowledge of the flow rate, fluid properties, and geometry 
within the syste:m. At the present there have not been ways developed 
to predict these para:meters. The best alternative :method is to use 
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experirnental residence time distribution curves frorn existing systerns 
or frorn srnaller physical rnodels. 
The following is the procedure developed by Hovorka for deter-
rnining the rnodel pararneters. It is based on fitting an analytic equation 
to the residence tirne distribution curve deterrnined frorn tracer data. 
Because the tail of the curves is generally unreliable, the procedure 
is designed to rely basically on the front part of the concentration 
versus tirne curves. 
The exact fit is assured at two points, the minimum residence 
tirne F , where the tracer first appears, and the point at which the 
c 
tracer concentration is a rnaxirnurn. 
The transforrnation equations to convert the curve in Figure 8a 
to the curve in Figur e 8b ar e: 
y = c 
c 
o 
(I-F) 
c 
x = (9 - F ) / (I F) 
c c 
The initial steps of the procedure are illustrated in Figure 8. The 
(34a) 
(34b) 
curve in Figure 8a is the normalized C-diagrarn for the concentration 
versus tirne data of the injected slug of tracer. The dead or delay tirne, 
equal to F, is rernoved using the transforrnation equations shown 
c 
with Figure 8, thus reducing the data to Y vs. X coordinates shown 
as the curve in Figure 8b. A residence tirne equation without dead 
o 
u 
-.. 
u 
y 
o F 
c 
a. C-diagram 
Dimensionless time, 9 
h. Transformation diagram 
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Figure 8. Transfortnation of C-diagram. to X and Y coordinates. 
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time is then fitted to the data. Equation (35) was determined by 
Hovorka by writing material balance total differential equations about 
the modules and solving these equations by Laplace transform tech-
niques. The derivation of this equation is shown in Appendix C of 
Hovorka's dissertationv 
• (35) 
The Al s, BI s, r l' and r 2 are constants which are functions of 
the model parameters ~, n, Fa' and Fb • These algebraic functions 
and the expansion of Equation 35 for n = 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 are listed in 
Appendix C of Hovorka's dissertation. 
Hovorka prepared special charts and tables to permit selection 
of K_ and f , where f = F /(l-F), for each permissible value of 
-In a . a a c 
n in order to force Equation 35 to have the correct maximum points. 
The following procedure illustrates the method. 
1. The peak time and value of the peak concentration are trans-
formed to Xpk and Ypk by the transformation Equations 34a and 34b. 
2. A graph is consulted which gives a value of f and K for 
a H 
X pk and Y pk for each n. 
3. The best n is chosen so as to minimize the average squared 
deviation between the Y values of the data and of Equation 35. 
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4. Having a value of n, ~, F, 
a 
and F b' the coefficients of 
Equation 35 can be determined resulting in the transformed finite stage 
model. 
5. The values of X and Y of the model equation are then trans-
formed back to conform to the original C -diagram by the following 
equations: 
c 
c 
o 
e = 
= X (I-F) + F 
c c 
(36a) 
Y/(l-F) • 
c 
(36b) 
In summary, an approximate fit over the entire residence time 
distribution curve for a flow system such as a waste stabilization pond 
may be made with two pieces of information. This information includes: 
1. The (C, 8) coordinates where the tracer first appears. 
2. The (C, 9) coordinates at the point where the tracer con-
centration is a maximum. 
The value of this model is readily recognizable. If a residence 
time distribution curve could be specified by use of a finite stage lllodel 
for a proposed waste stabilization pond, then the extent of reaction or 
treatment efficiency could be determined by Equations 27 or 28 provided 
a reliable value of the first order reaction coefficient is known. 
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Purpos e of Model Study 
In general, there are three different types of flow conditions that 
exist in waste stabilization ponds which must be considered when design-
ing a model as m.entioned in the previous chapter. 
The flow conditions that generally occur in the Logan Pond System 
(with some exceptions) are these three conditions. The differences in 
densities are due, at least in the Logan Pond System, to temperature 
variations in the lagoons as well as to temperature variations in the 
incoming flow. To correctly m.odel these types of flow conditions, the 
model probably should use temperature as a m.eans of creating different 
density conditions in the pond and incoming fluid. To do this the model 
would have to be insulated and the room temperature and humidity 
controlled. For a model of the size used in this study, this was not 
practical. Instead, a com.rn.ercial salt (NaCl) was used to obtain the 
required density differences needed to simulate the prototype pond flows. 
The question arises as to whether this technique is valid to sim.ulate 
a basically convective and conductive heat and mas s transfer phenomena. 
An inspection of the actual flow conditions in the prototype stabilization 
pond will reveal that the flows are essentially turbulent in nature where 
the eddy diffusivity is the m.ost important m.echanism of either heat or 
m.as s transfer. From. turbulent flow characteristics, it is known that 
v «Em. and a « E h , 
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in which 
v = kinematic viscosity or diffusivity of momentum 
E = eddy diffusi vity of momentum 
m 
a = thermal diffusivity 
Eh = eddy diffusivity of heat transfer. 
This means that heat transfer due to conduction is negligible in 
comparison to convective heat transfer. The Prandtl number for water 
is P 
r 
v 
a 
= 1.5, which means that a < v. 
Since v < < Ern' a < < E h , and froITl Pr = 1. 5, a < v. Now 
the question becomes, can the ITlolecular diffusion in the model (using 
salinity to create density stratification) be neglected when compared with 
convective mass transfer? 
For a binary mixture of a low concentration of salt, the Schmidt 
number, which is the ratio of the diffusivity of ITlomenturn to the rnolecular 
mass diffusion coefficient is: 
S = c 
v 
D 
mass 
== 750 (37) 
so, D < < v < < (Eh or Ern). Therefore the irnportance of mas s rnass 
diffusion by conduction is even les s than heat transfer by conduction. 
Since heat transfer by conduction can be neglected in the prototype, mass 
diffusion by conduction can also be neglected in the ITlodel. It appear s 
that the use of salinity will work well in simulating density stratification 
in the model. 
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Another problem. aris es in using sodium. chloride or any other salt 
in the m.odel to sim.ulate density stratification. In the prototype waste 
stabilization pond, the m.ajor m.ode of heat transfer to the arn.bient fluid 
is not fr om. heat conduction or convection fr om. the incom.ing fluid, but 
from. solar radiation heat transfer. The heat transfer from. radiation 
depends upon m.any factors of which the m.ost important is the environ-
m.ental conditions. During the sum.m.er m.onths, the net effect of solar 
radiation is to increase the tem.perature of the am.bient fluid thereby 
reducing the density. 
In m.odeling the flow conditions during this period of time with 
salinity, the net effect is to increase the density of the m.odel pond by 
salt accum.ulation thereby reducing the density difference between the 
incom.ing flow and the am.bient fluid. During the sum.m.er m.onths l oper-
ation of the prototype ponds, the density difference actually increases. 
Even though this effect is wrong for correct m.odeling, it is assum.ed that 
it does not have a great effect on the overall flow conditions. A m.athe-
m.atical check was m.ade to determ.ine what influence an increase in 
salinity of the am.bient fluid would have on the density difference between 
incom.ing salt water and the ambient fluid. In a conservative sense it 
was assum.ed that the pond was com.pletely m.ixed with the incoming salt 
solution which would result in greater salinity build up and a m.ore rapid 
decrease in the density difference. The change in density difference for 
the hypothetical flow situation was about 30 percent m.ore than it should 
have been when co:mpared with the prototype pond data for a 30 day 
period of ti:me. 
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In su:m:mary, the overall purpose of this research on waste stabi-
lization ponds was to deter:mine the existing flow patterns in the prototype 
ponds and to deter:mine sound scientific design principles and :methods to 
better design lagoons, fro:m a hydraulic standpoint, to increase the 
effectiveness of this :method of waste treat:ment. The :method of analyzing 
pond behavior was to conduct tracer studies. Since this was expensive 
and ti:me consuming, a hydraulic :model was designed and used to aid in 
this research. 
The purpos es of the hydraulic model study wer e to: 
1. Verify existing pond behavior. 
2. Determine effects of geo:metry on the flow behavior. 
3. Determine effects of the flowrate and subsequent Reynolds 
number on pond behavior. 
4. Determine effects of different densities on the flow patterns 
and subsequent mixing. 
5. Determine effects of inlet and outlet placement and design on 
the flow patterns. 
There are other factors which are important and have an influence 
on the hydraulic characteristics of stabilization ponds such as, te:mper-
ature, humidity, evaporation, precipitation, and wind. These environ-
:mental conditions were ignored. Wind is probably the most important of 
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these enviroIlll1ental conditions and the wind effects are being studied in 
a rn.odel at the present tirn.e by another Ph. D. candidate. 
The flow patterns in waste stabilization ponds are com.plex and 
difficult- -probably irn.possib1e to determ.ine m.athem.atically since the 
flow is really three-dim.ensional in nature. The three-dim.ensional 
velocity field m.ust be determ.ined before the three-dim.ensional 
dispersion equation can be solved. Consequently, hydraulic m.odel 
studies to determ.ine the general flow behavior are the m.ost practical 
approach in studying the flow patterns. 
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CHAPTER 3 
LOGAN POND SYSTEM STUDIES 
Intr oduction 
The purpose of this phase of the research was to determine the 
characteristics of the circulation patterns in waste stabilization ponds 
and to collect data on several of the existing ponds in the Logan Pond 
System (Figures 9 and 10). These data are compared with pond model 
data to ascertain the extent and influence of short circuiting, dead or 
stagnant areas, density difference effects, and to determine the influence 
of geom.etry, inlet and outlet types and locations on the flow patterns and 
hydraulic efficiency of the ponds. 
The circulation patterns wer e determined by introducing a dye into 
the inlet flow and determ.ining how rapidly and efficiently the flow dis-
perses to all areas of the pond. By sam.pling at the exit, tim.e of travel 
through the pond was established to determ.ine if the requirem.ents on the 
tim.e of retention are being m.et. In addition, the sam.pling procedures 
were evaluated so that any corrective m.easures necessary could be taken. 
Experim.ental Preparations 
Experim.ents were perform.ed on ponds A-I, A-2, D, and E, shown 
in Figure 9 as a plan of the Logan Pond System.. Figure 9 also shows 
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Figure 9. The Logan pond system. 
r 
Figure 10. Photograph of Logan pond system. 
Figure 11. Photograph of pontoon boat and sampling 
equipment used on the Logan City ponds. 
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the points where samples were taken in addition to the outlet samples 
of each pond. These sample points were established by using concrete 
anchors and small buoys. The grid size was chosen to give a good 
representation of the pond geometry, yet small enough (15 grid points) 
to allow the samples to be taken in a reasonable length of time. 
The tracing dye, rhodamine WT, was ordered from DuPont in the 
form of a 20 percent solution. This dye was chosen because it is 
relatively nonabsorbent and inexpensive. A Turner Model 110 fluorometer, 
was calibrated to measure the dye concentrations. To avoid temperature 
sensitivity problems, it was decided that all dye samples from the pond 
would be brought to calibration temperature before readings were taken. 
During the summer of 1969 a pontoon boat, Figure 11, was con-
structed along with the equipment necessary to obtain samples of the 
pond at a specified depth and at any location on the pond. 
Experimental Procedure 
The dye slug was introduced into a selected pond through the sub-
merged culvert which supplies each pond. This was accomplished by 
inserting into the culvert a long plastic tube connected to a 3D-gallon 
tank containing the dye-water solution. Thorough flushing of the tank and 
tube with water insured that the complete sample entered the pond. 
At varying time intervals, depending on the dye movement, samples 
were taken at each of the grid points, as well as at the outlet of the pond. 
In some cases samples were taken of the top, middle, and bottom at 
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each of the grid points in addition to the outlet sample. The temperatures 
of the samples were measured periodically to determine if stratification 
was present. The sampling procedure for the entire pond took about 60 
minutes to complete if samples were taken at the top, middle, and bottom 
of the pond. Any variation in this experimental procedure with a par-
ticular experiment is noted in describing the results of that experiment. 
Also the dye cloud positions were observed and noted as a function of 
time. 
Re suIts of Experiments Performed 
Experiment No.1 
Dye was injected into the inlet of Pond E at 4:30 p. m., November 
23, 1968, and the first samples were taken at 4:15 p.m., November 24, 
24 hours later. Instead of the dye being concentrated near the upstream 
end of the pond, it was found only in the downstream one-third of the 
pond. The sample taken at the exit showed a strong dye concentration. 
Since the retention time for the pond was nearly 6 days, it was apparent 
that something was wrong drastically. 
At the end of 48 hours, the second and third set of sample stations 
from the inlet towards the south (Figure 9) exhibited fluorescence. How-
ever, the concentration was only about one-half that at the fourth and 
fifth set of sample stations from the inlet. 
At the end of 72 hours the concentration throughout the pond was 
essentially uniform, indicating that uniform dispersion had taken 
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place. But, by this time, about one-half of the dye had already left the 
pond. 
The results show that serious short-circuiting of the pond is 
occurring. However, since samples were not taken the first 24 hours 
of operation, it was not known exactly how the dye stream progressed 
through the pond, therefore the results are inconclusive. 
ExperiInent No.2 
In February Pond E was again injected with dye. The ponds were 
mostly ice-covered at this time so all that could be done was inject dye 
at the pond inlet and collect samples at the pond exit. There was a small 
ice-free area at both of these locations. The dye was injected into the 
inlet at 8:00 a. m., February 15, 1969. 
After dye injections, the dye stream was observed to form into a 
flow streaming toward the exit. Four hours after injection a visible due 
stream was flowing out of the exit, and it was coming straight from the 
inlet. This was good visible proof of serious short-circuiting. 
The highest concentration of dye passed through the exit sorne 6-10 
hours after injection (Figure 12). This indicates an average velocity of 
the dye slug of about O. 05 feet per second through the pond. 
In this test the dye load was twice that of test No. 1 to insure more 
accurate readings. This change, coupled with more frequent sarnples, 
has substantiated the tentative conclusions of test No.1. 
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Experiment No.3 
On October 23, 1969, 12 liters of rhodamine WT 20 percent 
solution were placed into the transfer structure between ponds" C" and 
"D." Concentrated slugs of dye appeared on the surface in an erratic, 
random pattern. 
Top, mid-depth, and bottom samples were collected at each grid 
point at various time intervals, varying from 2 to 12 hours, and the dye 
concentration determined. Also, samples were collected at the outlet 
of the pond at various time intervals. The dye cloud moved rapidly 
through the pond as detailed below. 
By 12:00 noon, October 23, the dye cloud had spread across the 
north end of the pond. The movement of the visible dye cloud is shown 
in Figure 13. By 6:00 p. m., 8 hours after release, the dye had traveled 
more than half way through the pond. The exact time when the dye fir st 
began to leave the pond could not be visually determined because of 
darkness. Fluorescence was not detected in the samples taken at the 
outlet at 10:00 p. m., October 23, but readings were obtained on outlet 
samples taken at 6:00 a. m., October 24. 
Various curves were obtained from. the data collected. Figure 14 
shows the concentration (mg / L) of dye vs. the tim.e at the outlet. The 
peak concentration at the outlet was attained 28 hours after the dye had 
been releas ed into the pond. The dye concentration dropped off quickly, 
then steadily decreased to only trace amounts. A more informative 
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picture is presented by the m.ass diagram. in Figure 15.. One-half of 
the dye placed in the pond had reached the outlet 120 hours after the dye 
had been released. The retention tim.e for this flow rate is about 250 
hours, so it is apparent that the waste water is passing through too 
quickly. Sam.ples were last taken 340 hours after release and 88 percent 
of the dye had left the pond. Figure 16 shows the average concentration 
of all grid points in the ponds. The concentration at the bottom. was 
initially lower than that at the top, due to the lower velocities along the 
bottom.. The pond becam.e fairly well m.ixed 33 hours after the dye had 
been released. By this tim.e about 11 percent of the dye had left the 
pond. After this tim.e the dye was quite evenly dispersed throughout the 
pond. Most of the fluorom.eter readings indicated that the concentration 
of the dye was decreasing fairly evenly throughout the pond. Eventually 
a region of clear water developed at the north end of the pond and the 
dyed fluid slowly m.oved toward the outlet. 
Calculations based on the average flow rate indicated a design 
velocity of • 0026 fps. However, based on the tim.e for the dye to reach 
the outlet, the velocity was. 035 fps which is an order of m.agnitude 
greater. The m.axim.um. flow velocity was higher than the average velocity 
by a factor of approxim.ately 1. 5 to 2. o. 
There seem.ed to exist a certain am.ount of vertical stratification 
as the dye cloud m.oved through the pond. Low readings were obtained 
on the bottom., but roughly equal readings were obtained on the surface 
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and at the 4 foot depth. Temperature measurements indicated the bottom 
o 
was 1 C cooler than the top of the pond. After the edge of the dye cloud 
had passed, nearly equal readings were obtained throughout the depth. 
Thirty-three hours after the release the dye had become evenly dis-
persed. The pond decreased in fluorescence evenly until about 110 hours 
after release. 
Experiment No.4 
On November 20, 1969, at 7:00 a. m., 12 liters of rhodamine dye 
were injected into the 3011 pipe that runs into pond "D." Shortly after 
all the dye had been placed in the pipe, it appeared at the outlet corning 
to the surface as slugs of dye. As time went on, it spread out and 
moved laterally across the north end of the pond towards the west bank. 
The dye first appeared at the outlet between 30-33 hours after the dye 
was introduced into the pond. 
At 10:00 a o m., 1:00 p. m., and 4:00 p. m. on November 20 aerial 
photographs were taken of the pond to record the dye movement. At 
2:00 p. m. on November 21, 1969, aerial photographs were again taken 
of the dye movement in the pond. These photographs were reduced to 
sketches, and Figure 17 shows the position of the dye cloud at each time 
photographs were taken. For this experiment, samples were taken only 
at the outlet and not at the sample points throughout the pond. The con-
centration versus time curve for this data is shown in Figure 18. 
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Figure 19 shows the accuITlulated ITlas s curve versus the tiITle 
following the introduction of dye. This curve represents the quantity 
of dye that has left the pond as a function of tiITle. 
At 2:30 p. ITl. on NoveITlber 20, 1969, a longitudinal traverse was 
ITlade through the front of the advancing dye cloud. SaITlples wer e taken 
at 6 different points as shown in Figure 20 to deterITline concentration 
profile of the dye as a function of depth. Figure 20 shows the con-
centration profile s at the 6 saITlple points. 
In the front portion of the dye cloud the concentration profile was 
siITlilar to the actual velocity profile as ITleasured with drogues. After 
ITloving into the dye cloud, the concentration becaITle ITlore uniforITl with 
depth because of the vertical convective and conductive ITlas s diffusion 
of the dye froITl the region of greater ITlas s concentration near the surface 
to the regions of lower concentration near the bottOITl of the pond. 
Four drogues were placed on the 1-3 side of 1-2 (Figure 20) to 
deterITline the approxiITlate velocity profile by tiITle displaceITlent. It 
was as sUITled that the bulk fluid ITloveITlent would be in the direction of 
the outlet. It was surprising to find that the ITloveITlent was not toward 
the outlet as was thought, but was circular in ITlotion and ITloving in the 
general direction of H-2. The flow near the west bank of the pond was 
in the general direction of the outlet while on the east bank it was in the 
direction of the inlet. These visual observations indicate a counter-
clockwise circular flow pattern apparently caused by the jet type inflow 
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from. the 30" diam.eter inlet pipe. 
This experim.ent strengthened the conclusions of the previous 
experim.ents, which indicated "short-circuiting" in the waste stabili-
zation ponds. The aerial photographs, referred to above, show the 
gross m.ovem.ent of the fluid directly towards the outlet. There is som.e 
lateral mixing, but as shown in the pictures, som.e areas of the pond 
were void of high concentrations of dye. The concentration versus tim.e 
curves, Figures 14 and 18 indicate a circular flow pattern for Experi-
m.ents 3 and 4. The series of m.ild peaks shown in Figure 14 is a result 
of a quantity of tracer that is continually being circulated and diffused 
so that its concentration is decreased. But each tim.e around, a quantity 
of this tracer leaves the pond at the outlet which results in the peaks 
shown in Figure 14. Figure 14 indicates a m.ore serious problem. than 
does Figure 18. The peak concentration was higher for Experim.ent No. 
3 than for Experim.ent No.4. This can be explained by the Reynolds 
num.ber variation of the inlet flow pattern. The Reynolds num.ber in 
Experim.ent No. 3 was about twice that of Experim.ent No.4. This is due 
m.ainly to the increased flowrate, which causes a strong circulation 
pattern to be developed. This results in a m.ore serious short circuiting 
problem. as is evidenced by the higher concentration of dye at the outlet, 
as is shown in Figure 14. 
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Experiment No.5 
On May 19, 1970, at 2:00 p. m., 44 liters of rhodamine WT 20 
percent solution were placed in the inlet channel just ahead of the Parshall 
flume that measures the total wastewater flow before it enters ponds A-I 
and A-2. After passing through the Parshall flume, the wastewater flow 
enter s a splitter box that equally divides the flow into the primary ponds 
A-I and A-2. It was assumed for the purposes of this experiment that 
the flow was equally divided (22 liters) into each pond. 
Samples at the outlets of both ponds were collected at varying time 
intervals. Also, samples were collected at the grid points of pond A-I 
as shown in Figure 9 at various time intervals. 
It is not known when the dye first appeared at the outlets of both 
ponds, but 7 hours after the dye placement, the dye had been leaving pond 
A-I for some time as the concentration had already reached its peak. 
Six days after the dye was first introduced into the ponds, the sampling 
was discontinued due to an unexpected change in the flow conditions caused 
by an operational change made by Logan City personnel. At this time, 
the dye concentration of the fluid leaving pond A-2 had not reached its 
peak. In brief, there was a serious short circuiting problem in A-I but 
it wasn't nearly so severe in A-2. 
The probable reasons for this different flow behavior are: on the 
day that the dye was placed into the pond, special note was made of a 
strong wind blowing from the southwest to the northeast during the whole 
day. By referring to Figure 9 of the Logan pond system, the wind 
movement in relation to the layout of the inlets and outlets at ponds 
A-I and A- 2 can be seen. 
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It is felt that this consistently strong wind from the southwest 
caused a vertical circulation pattern to be developed in the ponds with 
the surface fluid being dragged along by the wind in a northeaster ly 
direction and the fluid in the lower depths of the pond :moved in a south-
westerly direction. Since the waste water entering the ponds was of a 
higher density, due to the lower temperature than the receiving fluid, 
it tended to stay near the bottom and was carried directly to the outlet 
of pond A-I by the bulk fluid movement in the lower depths. This 
resulted in a large quantity of dye being carried through the pond via 
the short circuit route. Pond A-2 did not reflect this short circuit 
problem because of the placement of the outlet (Figure 9). The dye, due 
to this vertical circulation pattern, tended to collect in the southwest 
corner of the pond and since the outlet was located in the northwest 
corner, the problem of short circuiting was much less severe in pond 
A-2. 
This shortened experiment did point out the need for considering 
outlet and inlet placement in relation to prevailing winds in order to 
prevent serious short circuiting and subsequent loss of hydraulic 
efficiency of waste stabilization ponds. 
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Experiment No.6 
On August 5, 1970, 19.57 liters of rhodamine WT 20 percent 
solution were placed into the inlet pipes of primary pond A-I. On the 
same date and time 6 liters of the same dye were placed into the inlet 
pi pe s of primary pond A - 2. 
Samples at the outlets of both ponds were collected at varying time 
intervals. Also, samples were taken at the grid points shown in Figure 
9 at various time intervals. Temperature readings were taken at both 
inlets and outlets of the two ponds to determine the existing density 
difference between the ponds and the influent to the ponds. 
Dye first appeared at the outlet of pond A-I somewhere between 5 
and 24 hours after dye placement in pond A-2. Dye didn't appear until 
28 hours after dye placement in pond A-2. The peak concentration in 
both ponds A-I and A-2 occurred 56 hours after dye placement. Figure 
21 shows the normalized concentration vs. time curves for thes e two 
ponds. The quantities c and t 
o 
are defined as: 
c = 
o 
mas s of dye placed in pond 
volume of pond 
t = volume of pond flow rate 
Samples taken at the grid points of pond A-I indicated the location or 
movement of the dye. The data revealed that the dye seemed to stay 
near the bottom especially near the diffuser. This is as expected since 
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the density of the influent was greater than in the pond. After 72 hours 
the dye concentration was essentially uniform.. 
Figure 23 is the m.ass diagram. for ponds A-I and A-2. At the 
tim.e (72 hours) that the dye became thoroughly m.ixed in pond A-I, about 
6 percent of the dye had left the pond. After one theoretical detention 
tim.e, 37 percent of the dye had left the pond. This percentage, when 
added to the percentage of dye left in the pond, should have been equal 
to the am.ount of dye placed in the pond. For pond A-I only about 54 
percent of the total quantity of dye was accounted for. For pond A- 2, 
after one theoretical detention tim.e, 77 percent of the dye was accounted 
for. The data for the experim.ents on ponds A-I and A- 2 were corrected 
for this loss of dye by reducing the quantity of dye placed in the ponds by 
the am.ount that was detertnined to be lost. The corrected curves for 
ponds A-I and A- 2 are shown in Figures 22 and 23. This is an approxi-
m.ation, but it was felt that the results are m.ore realistic when com.pared 
with this reduced m.ass of injected tracer than with the am.ount originally 
placed in the ponds. 
In an attem.pt to locate the m.is sing dye, sam.ples were taken of the 
sludge on the pond bottom. after the dye concentration had reached zero 
at the outlet. Sam.ples of water were also taken just above the bottom at 
several locations throughout the pond. The sludge sam.ples were mixed 
thoroughly and the solids centrifuged out. The water sam.ples near the 
bottom. indicated a zero concentration of dye. The dye concentration of 
the fluid rem.aining from. the centrifuged sludge sam.ples indicated an 
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average of 0.001 mg/L for three samples. This means that the dye 
was either in the sludge or in the wastewater located in the pond bottom 
depressions. Another test was conducted to determine if the dye had 
been adsorbed on the sludge. Samples of sludge were taken at several 
locations throughout the pond and the solids centrifuged out. The solids 
were then mixed with water containing a known concentration of dye. 
After two weeks the concentration was measured and compared with the 
original concentration. The samples indicated no change in the dye 
concentration. Apparently there was little or no adsorption of the dye 
on the organic matter in the pond. The only explanation for the loss of 
dye must be that a certain quantity of dye, mixed with the more dense 
liquid entering the pond became entrapped in small depressions or 
pockets in the boundary layer on the bottom of the pond and thus was a 
lost quantity. 
There did exist in pond A-I a definite vertical dye stratification 
as the dye moved through the pond. High readings were generally found 
near the bottom. This was because the fluid entering the pond was more 
dense than the pond fluid itself, and because of the vertical temperature 
profile that existed in the pond. Temperatures varied from 1°C to 100e 
cooler at the bottom than at the top. After 72 hour s the dye concentration 
in the pond became e s s entially uniform. 
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Experiment No.7 
On November 17, 1970, 9.475 liters of rhodamine WT 20 percent 
dye were placed into the transfer pipes between ponds D and E. The 
temperatures at the inlet and outlet of the pond were essentially constant 
throughout the test run. 
This experiment was performed to get better performance data 
for the particular type of inlet and outlet facilities that exist in pond E. 
The inlet is two 30" pipes and the outlet is one 36" pipe located in plan 
as shown in Figure 9. The inlet and outlet pipes are on the bottom of 
the pond. Samples were taken hourly at the outlet for 24 hours, then 
at varying time intervals after that. 
The dye first appeared 5 hours after placement into the pond. The 
peak concentration was reached 11 hours after the start of the experiment. 
Two curves were obtained from the data collected. Figure 24 is the 
normalized concentration vs. time curve at the outlet and Figure 25 is 
the normalized mass curve. The dye seemed to stay near the west bank 
after entering the pond, and it occupied essentially the west half until 
reaching the outlet. The tracer was carried in a counter-clockwise 
direction to the east bank. Figure 24 shows the typical peaks that would 
be expected due to the counter-clockwise circulation patterns developed 
in the pond. 
The ponds in the Logan pond system. that were studied all experi-
enced short circuiting to some degree depending upon the environmental 
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conditions, the hydraulic characteristics, and the geometry of the pond. 
Reliable data were difficult to obtain in the field studies becaus e 
of (I) inaccurate flowrate measurements, (2) the location of the sampling 
points, and (3) temperature variations. 
Tied closely to flowrate measurements is the unknown quantity of 
seepage and evaporation and its effect on the flowrate out of each pond. 
Flowrate measurements were only made at the inlet of ponds A-I and 
A-2 and at the outlet of pond E. It was assumed that the flowrate out of 
pond A-I and A-2 was equal to the flowrate into these ponds. Similar 
assumptions were m.ade on ponds D and E. This, of course, neglects 
seepage and evaporation losses. The effect of the location of the sampling 
point at the outlet on the reliability of the results is shown in Figure 18. 
Temperature was constantly changing which made it difficult to obtain 
representative m.easurem.ents. Tem.perature was particularly important 
in Experim.ents 5 and 6. 
Considering all of the possibilities for experim.ental error and its 
influence on the data and other factors that affect tracer experim.ents, 
it is felt that the results reported herein do give reliable estimates of 
pond behavior, and show the influence of certain design factor s on the 
flow patterns through waste stabilization ponds. 
CHAPTER 4 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES-MODEL 
Description of Experimental Equipment 
Experimental apparatus 
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The hydraulic model was constructed with plywood coated on the 
inside with fiberglass and resin. The facility is shown schematically 
in Figure 26 and photographically in Figure 27. The tank is 40 feet 
long, 20 feet wide, and 3. 5 feet deep. The facility was designed so 
that the tracer concentration at the outlet could be continuously monitored 
with a Turner Fluorometer. The effluent of the model was carried by a 
2 i" diameter pipe. Samples of the outflow were pumped at a constant 
rate through the fluorometer from a sample tap in the pipe. The fluo-
rometer dial reading was recorded with a strip chart recorder. The 
flowrate at the outlet was measured with a Venturi meter and controlled 
with a gate valve. Figure 28 shows the outlet apparatus and tracer con-
centration measuring equipment. 
The inflow apparatus was designed so that the flowrate could be 
continuously recorded and the salt water flow could be adjusted to give 
the required density for the density experiments. The inflow apparatus 
is shown in Figure 29. The apparatus consisted of two tanks, one for 
fresh water, and the other for a salt water solution. The fresh water 
Supply 
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Figure 26. ExperiTIlental apparatus and !ll0del pond. 
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Figure 27. Photograph of hydraulic model. 
Figure 28. Photograph of outflow apparatus and tracer 
concentration measuring equipment. 
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Figure 29. Photograph of inflow apparatus. 
A 
Figure 30. Photograph of diffusers used in experim.ental 
studies. 
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was pUTI1ped to a constant level tank and then TI1ixed with a meter ed flow 
of salt water to give the required density when TI1aking density experi-
TI1ents. A booster pump was then used to give the required flowrate, 
which was carried by a 2 inch diaTI1eter pipe. 
The model pond was equipped with a TI1otorized carriage that spanned 
the width to enable samples to be taken at any location in the pond. 
An extra wall was constructed along with baffles and a number of 
inlet and outlet devices. The inlet devices were constructed so as to 
break up or diffuse the incoming flow to nullify the effects of jets on the 
flow patterns. This was accomplished by diffusers made out of plastic 
pipe and graded gravel. The outflow was TI1ixed so as to give good 
representative sample before being pumped through the fluoroTI1eter. 
Diffus er s us ed in experiments 
Three types of diffusers were used in the experiments. Diffuser 
A in Figure 30 was designed and constructed to represent the inflow 
behavior of Pond A- 1 in the Logan pond systeTI1. It was the same length 
as the diffuser in Pond A-I (reduced by the length ratio between TI10del 
and prototype) that being 8 feet long. Diffuser B in Figure 30 was 2 
feet long and was constructed like diffuser A. Diffuser C was a vertical 
diffuser 2 feet in height which was designed to break up and distribute 
the flow uniformly around the diffuser. Diffuser C was constructed by 
drilling a large number of holes around the two foot length of plastic 
pipe and then placing the pipe in a cylindrical screen which was 2 inches 
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greater in diameter than the pipe. This annular space was then filled 
with graded gravel. 
Experimental Method and Design 
Test procedure 
1. Tank was filled to desired depth with river water and allowed 
to become quiescent to enable the eddies and currents to die out. 
2. Inlet and outlet flowrate was adjusted to desired quantity. 
3. The fluororneter was turned on. 
4. Saltwater was injected at desired rate to give desired density 
of incorning flow. (For constant density experiments, this step was 
omitted. ) 
5. The rnodel was operated for a certain time to allow for the 
flow to stabilize. 
6. A known quantity of rhodamine WT 20 percent dye was injected 
into the inlet essentially as a slug. The recorder on the fluorometer 
was started at this same tirne. 
7. The experiment was terminated when two theoretical detention 
times were reached. 
8. The temperature of the fluid at the outlet was measured at 
different times during the experiment. 
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Data analysis and design of experiments 
The raw data from the strip charts were extracted at equal 
intervals of time and the concentrations of the tracer were determined 
from temperature dependent calibration charts. The data were proces sed 
using computer progran N-I to calculate dimensionless C and F-diagrarns 
and other pertinent parameters. The cornputer program used a simple 
numerical method for making the required calculations. 
The following are the different groups of experiments that were 
performed. 
1. Identically designed experiments to determine reproducibility. 
These experiments all had the following dimensions and hydraulic 
characteristics. 
Length = 40 feet 
Width = 20 feet 
Depth = 1. 5 feet 
Q = 80 gpm 
The 8 foot diffuser was centered in the model 8 feet from the end 
wall. The outlet consisted of one 2t inch diameter pipe located one foot 
from the floor of the model and one foot from the side wall. 
2. Reynolds number variations - The model was designed the same 
as number 1 above except that Q was varied for the purpose of determin-
ing the effect of the Reynolds number on the C -diagram and pertinent 
parameter s. 
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3. Depth variations - The model was designed the same as 
number 1 above except the depth was varied for the purpose of determin-
ing the effect of depth on the flow patterns. 
4. Outlet and inlet variations - The model was designed as number 
1 above except the inlet and outlet devices were varied as well as Q in 
some instances for the purpose of evaluating inlets and outlets in terms 
of the hydraulic efficiency. 
5. Length to width ratio variations - The 8 foot diffuser was placed 
against the end wall centered between the two side walls of the model 
pond. The length was varied for most of the experiments with the proper 
placement of an extra wall with the width held constant. When baffling 
was used, both the width and the length was changed to give large L/W 
ratios. The depth was 1.5 feet and Q = 80 gpm generally. The purpose 
here was to determine the effect of the L/W ratio on the hydraulic 
efficiency. 
6. Verification experiments for comparing with existing ponds -
These model experiments were designed according to the proper model 
laws and selected geometrical ratios. The purpose of these experiments 
was to verify existing pond behavior. 
7. Density stratified flow experiments - The model was designed 
as the experiments in number 1 except the pond was either filled with a 
saltwater of predetermined density or the inflow was saltwater of 
appropriate density to give the desired densimetric Froude number. The 
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desired density of the inflow to the model pond was obtained by mixing 
saltwater, containing a high concentration of salt, with the incoming 
fresh water in the proper quantities to give the inflow the desired 
density. The highly concentrated saltwater was pumped from the small 
supply tank, shown in Figure 29, through a constant level tank and into 
the suction side of the booster pump, located immediately in front of 
the flowmeter. An orifice meter and valve were used to control the 
saltwater flowrate. 
The purpose of the density stratified flow experiments was to 
determine the influence of density differences, quantitatively measured 
by the densimetric Froude number, on the C-diagrams and other perti-
nent parameter s. 
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CHAPTER 5 
PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Verification of the Hydraulic Model 
Experimental data from Experiments 4, 5, and 6 of Chapter 3 for 
ponds D, A-I, and E, respectively, were used to compare with the 
model experim.ents for verification purposes. The results of the model 
experiments performed to verify existing pond behavior were divided 
into two main groups: (1) unstratified flow (Reynolds number criterion) 
and (2) density stratified flow (densimetric Froude number criterion). 
Plain flow (constant density) 
Hydraulic model experiments were performed to verify the 
experimental tracer data of ponds D and E of the Logan pond system. 
The model parameters were determined using Reynolds number criterion 
since the prototype data for ponds D and E indicated constant density 
flows. 
Figure 31 gives the dim.ensionless C-diagrams for the prototype 
data, P-2 and two model runs, M-l2 and M-4. Table 1 gives the model 
and prototype hydraulic parameter s, the value s for the dimensionle s s 
mean residence time, plug flow deviation parameter, dead space, and 
the modeling parameters. 
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Table 1. Model and prototype pond data and experimental results 
for constant density experiments. 
Experiment Depth Width Length Q Re t a 8b 8pk (c/c ) k apf Vd c No. (ft) (ft) (ft) (gpm) No. (min) 8=2.0 o p 
P-2(pond D) 7.5 870 1980 4039 617 398.B hr. .652 .OBO .183 1.94 .509 .411 
M-12 1.5 20 40 76 613 11B.1 .625 .103 .159 2.72 .573 .491 
M-4 1.5 20 40 80 606 112.2 .632 .083 .176 1.75 .555 .479 
P-5(pond E) 7.75 870 1421 6790 1040 175.9 hr. .599 .026 .063 3.42 .646 .445 
M-6 1.5 20 32.5 BO 594 91.2 .560 .101 .165 3.67 .630 .590 
Modeling Parameters (Experiments P-2, M-12 and M-4) Modeling Parameters (Experiments P-5 and M-6) 
(do) r 1/5 (a) R = 
'Vr(do)r Qr 1.0 = (d ) = 1/5.17 e
r 'V L 'V r r r o r 
L 1/46 Q
r 
1/50.3 L = 1/43.5 
r r 
L d 
\) 
.915 r r 1/210 tr -- = r \) 
r 
(a) (d) means the depth of the model divided by the depth of the prototype. o r 
(b)Q was not satisfied for M-6. 
r 
Q
r 
= Lr\)r = 1/45.7(b) 
L 2 r 
tr = ~ (do)r = 1/125.4 
r 
'" U1 
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The main difficulty in modeling pond D was that of duplicating the 
inlet flow patterns. The difference between model Experiment M-12 
and M-4 was that of inlet design. It was found by trial and error that 
the inlet jet in the model had to be greatly diffused in order to approxi-
mate the correct peak concentration of the tracer, the peak time, and 
the time when the tracer fir st appeared at the outlet. The C -diagrams 
for Experiments M-12 and M-4 show the sensitivity of the inlet design 
in the modeling of pond D. Experiment M-4 appears to be fairly close 
to p- 2 but the inlet design was somewhat arbitrary in that the inlet flow 
was diffused in such a way as to nullify the jet. This influence of the 
inlet indicates a need to be able to model the spread of prototype jet 
flows. An improvement in inlet design would undoubtedly lead to better 
duplication of the prototype by hydraulic model studies. 
For Experiment M-4 the 2 foot long diffuser described in Chapter 
4 was used. It was laid on the bottom of the model pond in the appropriate 
location to satisfy geometrical similarity. 
Figure 31 for Experiments P- 2, M-12, and M-4 shows the typical 
humps in the C-diagram that result from the gross circulation patterns 
that are developed by the inlet flow jet. Visual observation of the model 
experiInents verified the general counter-clockwise circulation patterns 
around the pond that were observed in Experiments 3 and 4 of Chapter 3. 
It was found that the degree of short circuiting with inlets, such as exist 
in pond D, is affected by the Reynolds number and also the model inlet 
design. 
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The M-4 represents a good model representation of pond D. The 
C-diagrams for P-2 and M-4 are quite similar and the values of the 
dirnensionless rnean, dirnensionless beginning time and tirne to peak, 
peak concentration, and the plug flow deviation parameter ar e all within 
10 percent of each other. Dead space differs by 14 percent for P- 2 and 
M-4. This difference is felt to be within the realm of experirnental 
reproducibility. 
In verifying Experiment 4 on pond E the sarne problem of modeling 
the inlet flow pattern was encountered. Pond E has two 30 inch inlet 
pipes that lay on the bottom of the pond discharging the flow south from 
the northwest corner of the pond (see Figure 4). 
The method of modeling the inflow was the same as for pond D 
except that the 2 foot diffuser was placed in the proper location for 
geometrical similarity of pond E. 
Figure 32 gives the C-diagrams for Experiment 7, P-5, on pond E 
and the verification Experiment, M- 6. Table 1 gives the dimensions, 
hydraulic data, and the pertinent parameters determined from the 
experimental results of P-5 and M-6. The dimensionless mean, apt' 
and peak concentration are fairly close in numerical value. The time 
to peak and beginning time of the tracer is off considerably along with 
the dead space quantity. 
In modeling ponds D and E, the main problem seems to be that of 
inlet design. The dimensionless concentration versus time curves are 
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very sensitive, especially the front portion, to inlet effects. It has been 
observed that undiffused inlet flows such as exist in ponds D and E, 
create pond-wide circulation patterns which have a direct influence on 
the degree of short circuiting. This same type of behavior took place in 
the model studies to varying degrees depending on the type of inlet used .. 
It was found that the more the incoming flow was diffused, the closer 
the model could be made to resemble the actual pond results. The 
difference that exists in the results for P-5 and M-6 is attributed m.ainly 
to that of inlet design. The effect of decreasing the flowrate ratio between 
model and prototype for pond E (i. e. Q < Q computed from Reynolds 
m m 
number criterion) probably had an effect also on the results of Experiment 
M-6 in relation to P-5. 
Density stratified flow 
The model experiment to verify Experiment 6 on primary pond A-I 
was designed according to the densimetric Froude number criterion. If 
the model experiment had been designed according to the densimetric 
Froude-Reynolds number criterion, very large quantities of salt would 
have been needed to give the proper density ratio between model and 
prototype. Therefore a lower flowrate was chosen but still resulting 
turbulent flow, so as to reduce the amount of salt needed. 
Figure 33 gives the C-diagrams for Experiment P-3 in pond A-I, 
and the model verification Experiment, M-7. Table 2 gives the perti-
nent data and experimental results for these two experiments where the 
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Table 2. Model and prototype pond data and experimental results 
for stratified flow experiments. 
Experiment Depth Width Length 
No. (ft) (ft) (ft) 
P-3(pond A-1) 5.5 1421 2912 
M-7 2.5 20 40 
Modeling Parameters 
v 
F = ~ ~-~oT¥J 
(~) = P r 
Q 2 
r 
L
2 d 3 
r 0 
= 8.38 
t = 
r 
L 2d 
r . 0 
Q 
r 
= 1/130 
Q Re 
(gpm) No. 
4765 690 
50 362 
t 
(min) 
595.4 hr. 
299.2 
9c 
9=2.0 
.586 
.706 
V 
r 
9b 
.017 
.086 
1 = 
ygrdor (¥J 
r 
L = 1/75 
r 
(d ) = 1/2. 2 Or 
Q = 1/95.3 
r 
9 k (c/c ) k pop 9pf Vd 
.092 1.78 .596 .529 
.108 1.73 .443 .422 
Q 
r 
= L d r3/2 \ '--(~I 
r 0 V gr lp J
r 
I-" 
o 
I-" 
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inflow was more dense than the receiving fluid. It is easy to recognize 
from Figure 33 and the results in Table 2 that the model did not fit the 
prototype experimental data very well. There are a number of pos sible 
reasons for this lack of fit of model and prototype experiments. Some 
of these are: 
1. Reynolds number equality was not followed. With the large 
model that was used in the model experiments, a reduction in the flow-
rate was a necessity due to the large amounts of salt that would have 
been needed to give the proper density differences. It is not known 
exactly what effect this had except that the Reynolds number should have 
been greater which would have resulted in a higher turbulence level of 
the flow. 
In visually observing Experiment M-7, streaks of tracer were 
noticed during the experiment. These streaks of concentrated tracer 
show up at the outlet concentration ver sus time curve a speaks. The 
obvious lack of mixing which did occur in the pond A-I after a certain 
time is probably due to low turbulence level of the model experiment, 
particularly near the bottom where the tracer was highest in concentration. 
2. The data on pond A-I were corrected due to the loss of tracer 
that occurred during Experim.ent 6 (Chapter 3). Therefore it is felt 
that the m.odel data are probably as reliable as the prototype data. 
3. Another possible reason is attributed to the approximate model-
ing of density currents and stratified flow situations with salt water to 
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give the neces sary density difference. But this was neces sary, as it 
was impossible for the water to be heated sufficiently to give the required 
density difference to satisfy the densimetric Froude number criterion. 
4. The last reason m.ight be due to errors in flowrate measurement, 
measurement of depth and temperature, fluorometer calibration curves, 
variations in inlet flow patterns and others which are involved in experi-
mental data taking. 
In sununarizing, it is concluded that existing pond behavior can 
be verified and simulated in the lab for situations involving plain or 
constant density flows as long as the inlet flow pattern can be closely 
approximated. (Proper simulation of prototype inlet design. ) 
It is not known how well density- stratified flows in stabilization 
ponds can be modeled. To be able to determine the validity of the model-
ing laws, better data must be taken on existing ponds to be used to com-
pare with the hydraulic model. The prototype data, on density stratified 
flows, taken in this study were not adequate for a proper accounting of 
the modeling laws. The main reasons for the lack of reliable data for 
density stratified flows in this study wer e due to two :main factor s: (I) 
The large size of the primary ponds (A-I and A-2 of Figure 9) which 
posed problems for obtaining data due to the very long theoretical 
detention times, and (2) the environmental and hydraulic changes that 
occurred. These two factors actually had an effect on the experiments 
that were performed. (Refer to Experiments 5 and 6, Chapter 3.) 
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Hydraulic Model Study Results 
Plain flow (constant density) 
Experim.ental reproducibility 
A num.ber of experim.ents were perform.ed on the hydraulic m.odel 
to determ.ine the extent of the reproducibility of the results to obtain an 
idea of the reliability of the m.odel data. For this series of experim.ents, 
including the experim.ents on depth and Reynolds num.ber variations, the 
m.odel was designed as outlined in Chapter 5. 
Figures 34, 35, and 36 show the C-diagram.s for the experim.ents 
perform.ed with the hydraulic and geom.etric conditions given in Table 3, 
groups A, A-I, and A- 2 respectively. Table 3 also gives the values for 
the im.portant param.eter s that wer e com.puted for each experim.ent. The 
C-diagram.s for these sets of experim.ents, exhibit quite a bit of vari-
ability particular ly between 9 = O. 0 to 9 = 1. O. The param.eter variation 
tabulated in Table 3 is not as extrem.e as the C-diagram.s seem. to indicate. 
If the lack of exact reproducibility is assum.ed to be of the order of 10 
percent, then the variability about the dim.ensionless m.ean, 8 , plug flow 
c 
deviation param.eter, 9 pf' and dead space, V d' are within the realm. 
of experim.ental reproducibility. It obviously takes m.ore pronounced 
variations in the C-diagram. to greatly effect these param.eters. 
There are a num.ber of factors that have an influence on reproduc-
ibility and are im.portant to consider in determ.ining the reliability of the 
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Test No. 
Group A 
D-53 
D-54 
D-56 
Group A-I 
R-21 
R-23 
R-24 
Group A-2 
0-6 
0-61 
0-62 
Group A-3 
D-55 
D-56 
Group B 
D-12 
D-22 
D-33 
D-41 
D-62 
Group C 
R-11 
R-34 
R-5 
R-6 
D-54 
Table 3. Model pond data and experimental results 
for constant density experiments. 
- -Depth Q Re t e 9pf Vd (ft) (gpm) No. (min) c 
1.5 80 632 112.2 .620 .494 .450 
1.5 80 594 112.2 .638 .536 .479 
1.5 80 564 112.2 .622 .545 .578 
1.5 70 619 128.2 .603 .527 .464 
1.5 70 619 128.2 .574 .562 .470 
1.5 70 619 128.2 .647 .514 .446 
1.5 94.5 662 95.0 .636 .528 .502 
1.5 94.5 683 95.0 .614 .580 .533 
1~5 95.0 687 94.5 .683 .558 .490 
1.5 80 598 112.2 .517 .621 .673 
1.5 80 564 112.2 .622 .545 .578 
3.0 80 632 224.3 .429 .603 .710 
1.75 80 632 130.9 .559 .540 .541 
2.0 80 696 149.6 .632 .565 .434 
2.5 80 707 187.0 .577 .551 .528 
1.25 80 632 93.5 .566 .462 .604 
1.5 95 840 94.5 .601 .521 .492 
1.5 50 395 179.5 .622 .501 .494 
1.5 40 343 224.4 .659 .537 .462 
1.5 40 503 149.6 .654 .546 .448 
1.5 80 594 112.2 .638 .536 .479 
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do/w F 
8=2.0 
.075 .886 
.075 .816 
.075 .679 
-- .888 
-- .924 
-- .856 
-- .783 
-- .760 
-- .746 
.075 .632 
.075 .679 
.150 .677 
.0875 .821 
.100 .896 
.125 .818 
.0625 .7QO 
-- .846 
-- .814 
-- .816 
-- .844 
-- .816 
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data. Following is a list of the most important ones: 
1. Residual eddies or currents resulting from. filling the model 
pond prior to each experim.ent. 
2. Variations in flow patterns that depend, to a considerable 
degree, on the length of tim.e the m.odel was run for stabilization purposes 
befor e experim.ent was started. 
3. Errors in flow measurem.ent at both the inlet and outlet of the 
m.odel pond. 
4. Tem.perature variations of fluid during the experim.ent. The 
temperature changes affect density changes of the fluid that could result 
in density currents. Also, the concentration readings obtained with the 
fluorometer are dependent upon the temperature and tem.perature fluctu-
ations affect the fluorom.eter readings. 
5. Errors in the calibration curves for the fluorom.eter. 
6. Errors in geom.etrical m.easurem.ents, particularly depth 
mea sur ement s. 
7. Error s due to random. fluid behavior in inlet and outlet flows 
and random. large scale turbulence of flow within the pond. 
Figure 37 gives the C-diagram.s for two separate experim.ents that 
were perform.ed to obtain an idea of how factor (2) could affect the results 
of the experim.ents perform.ed. The results are tabulated as group A- 3 
of Table 3. A sim.ple explanation of the differences that exist can be 
given as follows: In order for the eventual flow patterns to stabilize, 
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sufficient tirne must pass for the moving fluid particles to exert shear-
ing stress es to effectuate movement of the adjacent fluid particles and 
they in turn exert shearing stress on other adjacent fluid particles until 
all the fluid within the pond is moving as it eventually would after a long 
period of time. Experiments D - 5 5 and D - 56 wer e not started until the 
fluid within the pond had stood overnight to allow for the currents and 
eddies, resulting from the filling procedure, to die out. The difference 
between these two experiments was that experiment D-55 was run at the 
proper flowrate for 20 minutes before injecting the tracer into the pond 
while D-56 was operated for over 2 t hours before dye injection. The 
resulting C-diagrams verify the explanation above. Experiment D-55 
had a higher peak concentration and a greater mas s of dye leaving the 
pond at the beginning than did D-56, indicating a more serious short 
circuiting problem. This is because insufficient time had elapsed during 
the stabilization phase to effectuate total fluid movement within the pond 
which resulted in a reduced area of flow and subsequently higher con-
centrations of tracer leaving the pond. 
In evaluating the importance of changes in pond geometry or the 
hydraulic characteristics of the ponds and their effects on the hydraulic 
efficiency, all experimental variability must be considered and taken 
into account. 
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Effect of depth 
A number of experim.ents were perform.ed to evaluate the effect of 
changing the depth with all other variables held constant. Group A-I 
and Group B of Table 3 are the results of these experim.ents. Figure 38 
shows the plot of these param.eters versus the depth to width ratio d /W, 
o 
for each experim.ent. From. the plots, as the d /W ratio increases, 
o 
i. e. as the depth increases, V d increases, 9 f increases, and 9 p c 
decreases, which all indicate less hydraulic efficiency and subsequently 
less biological conversion of organic m.atter. There is considerable 
scatter but the data plotted in Figure 38 suggest a trend probably exists. 
Effect of Reynolds num.ber 
Groups A, A-I, and C of Table 3 contain the results of the experi-
m.ents conducted to show the effect of Reynolds num.ber. The Reynolds 
num.ber was defined and used as 
in which 
Q 
W 
do 
v 
R = 
e v Wv 
= flowrate 
= width of pond 
= depth of pond 
= kinem.atic viscosity 
Figure 39 shows V d' e f' and 9 plotted against the Reynolds num.ber. p c 
When considering the possible variability just due to experim.ental error, 
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Figure 39 shows essentially no relationship for these parameters as a 
function of Reynolds num.ber. Dead space and e pf show a slight decrease 
as R increases which m.eans greater efficiency of operation. At higher 
e 
Reynolds numbers, this would be expected due to greater turbulence 
and larger diffusivity coefficients which result in greater mixing and 
interchange of the fluid particles. 
Effects of inlets and outlets 
Two types of outlet configurations were tried along with a number 
of inlet variations. Figure 40 shows the inlet and outlet configurations 
that were used in this study. D and E of Table 4 give the results of 
these experim.ents. 
Figure 41 illustrates the C -diagrams for the experim.ents of group 
D. From this figure and from Table 4 it appears that 0-5 is the best 
design for maximum hydraulic efficiency. It has the highest dimension-
less m.ean retention tirn.e and the lowest values for 8 pf and dead space 
which indicate maxirn.uITl efficiency. Figure 42 shows the C-diagrams 
for the experiITlents of Group E of Table 4. FroITl these results and in 
visually evaluating the C-diagrams of Figure 42, it is not readily evident 
which is best, but probably 1-5 and M-4 would give ITlaximum hydraulic 
efficiency. 
Length to width ratio effects 
Figure 43 shows how the ITlodel was modified to determine the 
effects of L/W ratio changes on the hydraulic efficiency of ponds. The 
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Test No. 
Group D 
0-1 
0-2 
0-3 
0-5 
Group E 
0-4 
M-3 
M-4 
1-5 
Group F 
G-3 
G-5 
G-4 
G-2 
I-I 
C-2 
C-1 
Table 4. Model pond data and experimental results 
for constant density experiments. 
-Depth Q Re t a apf Vd (ft) (gpm) No. (min) c 
1.5 72.0 561 145.4 .552 .602 .534 
1.5 72.0 561 145.4 .517 .599 .614 
1.5 73.9 521 121.5 .548 .572 .574 
1.5 74.0 535 121.3 .625 .500 .492 
1.75 77 608 136.0 .456 .668 .570 
1.5 80 606 112.2 .641 .576 .493 
1.5 80 606 112.2 .632 .555 .479 
1.5 80 632 112.2 .621 .552 .449 
1.5 80 586 42.1 .583 .596 .508 
1.5 80 586 70.1 .561 .613 .569 
1.5 80 578 84.2 .579 .616 .571 
1.5 80 578 56.1 .505 .656 .579 
1.5 80 632 112.2 .548 .503 .545 
1.5 80 578 112.2 .720 .419 .378 
L/W 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
.375 
.625 
.750 
1.0 
2.0 
5.26 
1.5 80 598 112.2 .937 .279 .122 13.0 
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F 
9=2.0 
.844 
.744 
.778 
.814 
.944 
.791 
.824 
.887 
.844 
.769 
.740 
.834 
.831 
.864 
.937 
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G-series utilized a movable wall as shown in Figure 43(a). Figures 
43(b) and 43(c) show the two configurations employing baffles that were 
used to increase the L/W ratio. The results of these experiments are 
tabulated in Table 4 as Group F. Figure 44 gives the experimentally 
determined C-diagrams for these experiments. In referring to the C-
diagram.s and the tabulated results for Experim.ents G- 2, G- 3, G-4, G-5, 
and D-54, an increase in the hydraulic efficiency occurs for an increase 
in the L/W ratio. The experim.ents em.ploying baffles show a marked 
increase in the hydraulic efficiency as measured by the values of Qel 
apf' and Yd. Short circuiting with the baffled experim.ents was not as 
severe as with the G-series experim.ents. The direct comparison of the 
experim.ents of the C and G series cannot be made because of the different 
kind of flow that exists in the baffled system. There exists com.plex 
secondary currents in the corners of baffled flow which undoubtedly have 
an effect on the C-diagram.s and the hydraulic flow param.eters. The 
significance and im.portance of the L/W ratio are still very evident in 
the tracer results. There was a significant increase in the hydraulic 
efficiency as shown by the values of Sc' apf' and Vd , and the C-diagrams 
for Experim.ents C-l and C-2. The relationship between these parameters 
the C-diagram.s and the L/W ratio is intuitively clear. As the L/W ratio 
increases, the conditions for plug flow are closer to being satisfied and 
as an end result, the efficiency of the treatm.ent increases. 
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Discussion of plain flow experim.ents 
It was m.entioned previou'sly that it apparently takes significant 
changes in geom.etry or in the hydraulic characteristics to greatly affect 
the param.eters ec ' apf' and Yd. In reviewing the results of the m.odel 
experim.ents and also the existing pond Experim.ents P-l, P-2, and P-5 
for plain flow tabulated in Tables 3 and 4, it is recognized that there is 
not a great deal of variability between the experiments, excluding C-l 
and C - 2. The value s of a c for m.ost of the experiment s varied between 
9 = .50to 9 = .65, for a f between a f = .50 to e f = .65 and for 
c p p p 
dead space between Vd = .45 to Vd = . 60. For one type of design in 
com.parison with another there m.ight be an increase in 9 of 30 percent 
c 
and a decrease of Bpf and V d of 30 percent. This would probably not 
result in a straight increase of 30 percent in treatment efficiency as the 
efficiency would be determined by Equation 28 with c / Co for both pond 
designs. But Experim.ents C-l and C- 2 show an increase of 90 percent 
and 44 percent respectively in the m.ean detention tim.e in comparison 
with 9
c 
for Experim.ent G-2. For apf' Table 4, indicates a decrease 
of 57 percent and 36 percent for C-l and C-2 respectively. For Vd a 
decrease of 79 percent and 39 percent for C-l and C-2 is also shown in 
Table 4. This m.eans that the L/W ratio seeTI1S to be the most im.portant 
design param.eter affecting the hydraulic characteristics of ponds. This 
is a logical result. As baffles are placed in ponds, the average length 
of travel of a fluid particle is increased and the width of flow is decreased. 
As the L/W ratio increases, the conditions for one-dimensional or plug 
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flow are closer to being satisfied. The conditions for plug flow are 
de sirable for maximum treatment efficiency, provided sufficient mixing 
occurs between the inflow and the microorganisms in the pond to cause 
treatment to occur. Since an intimate contact of degradable organic 
matter and the microorganisms is necessary, the desirable flow situation 
would be where the inflow laterally and vertically mixes with the ambient 
fluid then flows as a slug towards the outlet. This would re suIt in 
rninimurn value s for a pf and V d and a rnaximum value for e c which 
in turn would increase the treatment efficiency for a given pond design. 
Stratified flow (variable density) 
The model was designed as was described in Chapter 4. Prior to 
the placement of dye for each experiment, the flowrate into and out of 
the model was set at the proper value for a certain length of time to allow 
for the flow to stabilize. The stabilizing time for the stratified flow 
experiments was considerably less than the stabilizing time for the 
constant density experiments. The reduced time was necessary due to 
the problem of salt buildup or washout that would occur for long periods 
of model operation prior to dye injection. The stabilizing time was arbi-
trarily chosen between 15 and 30 minutes depending on the flowrate. 
Table 5 gives a list of the density stratified flow experiments with 
the experimental results that were performed. The density of the inflow 
of group A was greater than the density of the pond fluid while the reverse 
was true for the experiments listed in group B. Figure 45 illustrate s 
Test 
No. 
Group A 
S-l 
S-2 
S-6 
S-7 
Group B 
S-3 
S-4 
S":'5 
Table 5. Model pond data and experimental results 
for stratified flow experiments. 
-Depth Q Re tt 9c 9b 9pk 9pf (ft) (gpm) (min) 
Pin > Ppond 
2.5 50 362 299.2 .706 .086 .108 .443 
1.5 95 666 94.5 .547 .127 .198 .590 
1.5 80 598 112.2 .648 .107 .123 .530 
1.5 78 583 115.1 .621 .108 .138 .531 
Pin < Ppond 
1.5 80 598 112.2 .590 .079 .125 .564 
1.5 80 598 112.2 .540 .060 .097 .623 
1.5 80 598 112.2 .497 .057 .072 .655 
Vn 
.422 
.602 
.538 
.581 
.590 
.586 
.627 
Ft:. 
.00281 
.0183 
.00975 
.0120 
.0200 
.0150 
.00975 
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some typical C-diagrams for two of the density stratified flow experi-
ments. Also shown in this figure is the constant density Experiment 
D-55. In all three of these experiments the flow was allowed to stabilize 
for about 20 minutes before dye injection. These curves show that in 
general when the density of the influent is greater than in the receiving 
body, the values of the time to peak (9pk)' beginning time, (9b ), and 
c / c are greater than the corresponding values when p. 
o ln The 
reasons for these differences are given as follows: When Pin> P pond' 
the inflow tracer or waste material flows along the bottom of the pond due 
to its higher density. The movement through the pond is slower due to the 
lower velocities that occur near the pond bottom due to the influence of 
the bottom boundary of the pond. This causes the tracer to take a longer 
tim.e to reach the outlet. The efficiency of mixing in the lower depths of 
the pond is less due to reduced turbulence level and subsequently the 
tracer or waste material is higher in concentration (c/c ) k when it 
op 
leaves the pond. The reverse is true when p. < P d. ln pon The tracer is 
concentrated in the higher velocity region of the pond, with respect to 
depth, and it thus reaches the outlet in a shorter time interval. In this 
region of flow there is greater mixing efficiency due to the higher turbu-
lence level which exhibits itself in greater turbulent diffusion of the tracer 
or waste material. The greater turbulent diffusion may explain the lower 
peak concentration at the outlet. When p. = P d' the C-diagram and ln pon 
the values of ec ' Spf' 6b , Spk' and Vd should be somewhere between 
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the values of these same parameters for the two types of density-
stratified flows. Referring to the results of Experiment D-55 recorded 
in group A- 3 of Table 3 and the results of the density-stratified flow 
experiments recorded in Table 5 and shown in Figure 45, this seems to 
be true. 
Figures 46 and 47 are photographs of the dye tracer as it flows 
out of the diffuser for p. < p d and p. > p d respectively. These In pan In pan 
photographs visually show the tracer -flowing near the bottom or near the 
surface of the pond for the two cases of density- stratified flow. Figures 
48 and 49 are photographs taken from the side and above the diffuser 
respectively when p. > p d. In pan 
The effect of the densimetric Froude number on the results is shown 
in Table 5. The important parameters listed in Table 5 are shown in 
Figures 50, 51, and 52 plotted versus the densimetric Froude number, 
F. 
~ 
Figure 50 shows apf and 8b for both density difference situations, 
plotted against F~. The curves for a f vs. F~ for p. > p dare p In pan 
close to bracketing the values of 9 for Experiments D-55 and D-56 
pf 
when F ~ = 00 (p. = p ). In pond 
and e pk plotted against F ~ • 
Figure 51 shows similar curve s for 9 
c 
These curves also bracket the values of 
8c for Experiments D-55 and D-56 when F~ = 00. Figure 52 shows Vd 
plotted against F~ with the two curves bracketing Vd for Experiments 
D - 55 and D - 56 when F ~ = 00. It is not known exactly why the curve s for 
p. > p d and p < p for 9 , In pan in pond c apf' and Vd cross but if these 
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Figure 46. Photograph of tracer discharging froIn diffuser 
for density stratified flow p. < P d-In pan 
Figure 47_ Photograph of tracer discharging froIn diffuser 
for density stratified flow p. > p d-In pan 
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Figure 48. Photograph of tracer discharging from diffuser 
for density stratified flow p. > p d. 
In pan 
Figure 49. Photograph of tracer discharging from diffuser 
for density stratified flow p. > P d. In pan 
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curves are extended to infinity they should be bracketed by Experirnents 
D-55 and D-56. Experirnents D-55 and D-56 were run to obtain an idea 
of the influence that the stabilizing tirne would have upon the results. 
This has been discussed before under the section on experirnental 
reproducibility. The values of F~ greater than 0.015 represent strati-
fied flows of low density differences. It is felt that when F~ is greater 
than 0.015 that there is little change in the pararneter values or in other 
words that there is a constant relationship between F~ and the pararneter 
values. If this is the case then the difference between the values of 9 , 
c 
8pf' and Vd when F > 0.015 for p. > P d and p. < p d might !::1 In pon In pon 
be due to differences because of lack of reproducibility in the rnodel. 
More experirnents with a greater range of densirnetric Froude nurnber s 
should have been m.ade to verify this explanation. Also, m.ore experiments 
should have been perform.ed to obtain a better idea of the effect of stabi-
lization tim.e on the results. Due to the lack of tim.e and the lar ge am.ounts 
of salt required to lllake the density experim.ents, this was not done in 
this research. 
In summ.arizing, it is felt that the results contained herein for 
different degrees of stratified flow are good considering the variability 
due to lack of experim.ental reproducibility and the approxirnations that 
were m.ade. There appears to be no choice but to accept the results with 
certain a pproxilllations when using salt (m.as s transfer) as a method of 
cr eating density stratified flows. The effect of both the us e of salt to 
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create density differences and the short stabilization time is to probably 
shift the curves of Sc' Spf' and Vd vs. F.6, either up or down depend-
ing on the flow situation but it is felt that the general relationship with 
F.6. is valid. The existing ponds in the Logan pond system have values 
of F.6, that are within the range of the values of F.6. that were used in 
these experiments and therefore the results should apply to existing ponds. 
Expected Treatment Efficiency For 
Selected Experiments 
In the design of a waste stabilization pond, it would be desirable to 
be able to predict the percent conversion of the waste material to stable 
end products during its residence in the pond. Equation 27 or Equation 
28 of Chapter 2 can be used for this purpose, providing the age distri-
bution function, clco ' the theoretical detention time, t, and the first 
order reaction coefficient, K, are known. Since all pollutant remaining 
in the pond longer than two detention times is ignored in computing N2/No' 
the quantity (1-N 2 /No ) represents the fraction of waste material that 
has undergone reaction. 
Equation 28 consists of two parts: 1) the residence time distri-
bution of the fluid particles c I c as a function of 9 and 2) the biological 
o 
first order reaction equation, NINo = e -K t 9 as a function of K, t, 
and 8. To determine the effect of the hydraulic design on the treatment 
efficiency, K and t must be held constant. Since the extent of reaction 
of a waste is highly dependent on t for a given K, the detention tirne 
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used in Equation 28 must be the same for all pond designs for a meaning-
ful comparison. The c I Co data as a function of 9 are then sufficient 
to deterrrline the overall treatment efficiency for each pond design and 
by comparing the treatment efficiencies for these designs it will be 
pos sible to determine the most efficient hydraulic design. 
Table 6 gives N2/No for some of the experiments discussed earlier. 
The theor etical detention time us ed to determine N 2 IN 0 wa s the same 
for all the experiments listed in Table 6. This makes it possible to 
compare the pond designs on the same basis even though each experiment 
had a different theoretical detention time. The values of K used in 
Equation 28 that were selected were based on the average values (Table 
7) presented by Fair, Geyer, and Okun. Also, included in Table 6 are 
the values of N2 IN 0 for plug flow which are used to compare with the 
treatment efficiencies of the other experiments. Computer program N - 2 
in the Appendix wa s us ed to determine the tr eatment efficiency. 
The model pond results for treatment efficiency do indicate the 
importance of proper hydraulic design of waste stabilization ponds. The 
best hydraulic design, that of large L/w ratios, is further verified by 
the values of N 2 IN 0 for Experiments C - 1 and C - 2. The trend of higher 
treatment efficiencies for higher L/w ratios is evidenced here. Experi-
ment C-l shows 83 percent removal, C-2 shows 75 percent removal 
while most of the other experiments listed in Table 6 show 60 -75 percent 
removal when K = .40. C -1 shows a treatment efficiency that is quite 
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Table 6. Treatment efficiency for selected experiments. 
-
Test t 
No. (days) 
D-53 5 .. 0 
D-54 " 
D-56 " 
D-12 " 
0"6 5.0 
0-61 " 
0-62 " 
0-2 5.0 
0-3 " 
0-4 " 
0-5 " 
M-4 " 
1-5 " 
G-2 5.0 
G-3 " 
C-1 " 
C-2 " 
S-2 5.0 
S-3 " 
S-4 " 
S-6 " 
P-5 5.0 
Plug 5.0 Flow 
-
N2/No 
K=O.20 K=0.25 K=0.35 K=0.40 K=0.30 
.504 .444 .393 .350 .312 
.466 .413 .369 .331 .298 
.395 .352 .316 .285 .258 
.455 .416 .381 .351 .323 
.442 .390 .345 .307 .273 
.446 .399 .358 .323 .293 
.410 .361 .320 .285 .255 
.495 .452 .415 .383 .355 
.477 .428 .386 .348 .316 
.618 .575 .539 .507 .479 
.463 .408 .361 .320 .285 
.480 .429 .386 .349 .318 
.486 .424 .372 .307 .289 
.547 .503 .464 .430 .401 
.517 .461 .418 .381 .349 
.388 .316 .259 .213 .177 
.443 .380 .328 .284 .246 
.453 .409 .372 .339 .310 
.495 .456 .422 .393 .368 
.418 .376 .341 .310 .284 
.404 .358 .320 .287 .259 
.571 .521 .479 .444 .413 
.368 .286 .223 . 173 .135 
Table 7. Values of K for wastewaters 
of various concentrations. a 
Weak wastewater 
Strong wastewater 
Primary effluent 
Secondary effluent 
Tap water 
a Fair, Geyer, and Okun. 
K(day -1) 
0.35 
0.39 
0.35 
0.12-0.23 
< O. 12 
% Treatment 
Efficiency 
K=0.40 
69 
71 
74 
68 
73 
71 
74 
64 
68 
52 
71 
68 
71 
60 
65 
83 
75 
69 
63 
72 
74 
59 
86 
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close to (1 - N2No) for plug flow. This points to the desirability of using 
baffled ponds to effectively increase the L/W ratio. 
Equation 28 can be used to determine the treatment efficiency if 
the experim.ental age distribution function is known and a proper value of 
K can be determined. Equation 27 can be used if a mathernatical rnodel 
for the age distribution function can be developed. 
Application of the Finite Stage Model 
The purpose of this section is to illustrate the application of the 
finite stage model described in Chapter 2. This section will give sorne 
models developed from. the experirnental data resulting from this research. 
With a mathernatical model for c / c , then either Equation 27 or 28 
o 
could be used to determine the theoretical treatment efficiency of a 
proposed or existing pond. 
The principles and the rnethod discussed in Chapter 2 were applied 
to a few selected experim.ents to show the value and the application of 
the finite stage rnodel for predicting the age distribution functions of 
waste stabilization ponds. A cornputer prograrn was written to rnake the 
pararneter evaluations for each experiment after which these pararneters 
were used to generate residence tirne distribution data for each experi-
ment for the purpose of comparing the actual experirnental C -diagram 
with this derived rnathematical model of the C-diagrams and the computed 
C -diagrarns for the s elected experiments. Figure 53 illustrates a 
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relatively flat curve while Figure 57 shows the C -diagram for a steep 
curve. These figures illustrate the versatility of the finite stage model, 
and its ability to describe highly skewed distributions as well as rela-
tively flat curves. The pararneters for the rnodel of each experirnent 
are given with the figure for that experiment. 
The finite stage models for the experimental C -diagrams wer e 
computed with the aid of computer program N - 3 in the Appendix. This 
program uses the coefficients determined by Hovorka (1961) for his 
derived mathematical equation. The input to the program consisted of 
values for ~- and f , for each integer value of nand F , the delay -~ a c 
time. The value s for f 
a 
and KH were taken from the plots of Y pk vs. 
X
pk 
for each value of n in Hovorka I s dissertation using the transformed 
values of 9pk and (c/co)pk for each set of experimental data. Also, 
the experimental residence time curve (C-diagram) was input data to 
the prograrn to deterrnine the value of n, the nurnber of model units. 
The output consisted of the derived model of the residence time curve 
with its appropriate values of Fa' F b' F c' KH , and n. Each of the 
figures illustrating the experimental and derived C -diagrams give the 
computed values of these parameters. This mathematical model fits 
actual pond data, Figure 57, as well as the data generated with the use 
of the model pond. 
To apply or use this mathematical model to describe the age distri-
bution function and to determine the treatment efficiency, the values of 
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8b , 9pk' (c/co)pk and the experimental residence time distribution 
curve must be known. For a given rectangular pond design the results 
of the lllodel studies reported in this chapter could be consulted to 
estimate values of 9b , 8pk ' (c/cO)pk and obtain a representative C-
diagram. Mathematical models for many different pond designs could 
be determined from hydraulic model studies and then used to compute 
the expected treatment efficiency of existing or proposed waste stabili-
zation ponds. Model studies on triangular and circular ponds with various 
inlet devices could also be made and mathematical expressions developed 
from the results for use in future pond designs. 
Discussion of Results 
The experiments that wer e performed both on the model and the 
existing ponds for verification purposes indicated a number of important 
pond design considerations. The experiments on ponds D and E and the 
model verification experiments for these two ponds revealed that inlets 
that create jet inflows considerably affect the flow patterns and have 
considerable influence on the degree of short circuiting. The typical 
flow pattern caused by this type of inlet (i. e. pipe laid in a corner on the 
bottom of a prototype pond) is a pond wide circulation current which 
results in short circuiting, the extent of which is dependent upon the 
Reynolds number. The C-diagram resulting from this type of circulation 
is a series of humps spaced at intervals equal to the time it takes for the 
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bulk fluid to circulate around the pond. The model experiments verify 
this behavior and indicate the degree that the resulting short circuiting 
is dependent on the type of inlet used. 
The hydraulic model was effectively verified using Reynolds number 
equality for ponds D and E. The model design was somewhat arbitrary 
in that the inlet design was a trial and error procedure to obtain proper 
inlet flow patterns. It was found that the inlet flow had to be greatly 
diffused in order to approximate the prototype pond behavior. 
The verification of the model for the density stratified flow in pond 
A-I was not adequate due to the lack of data of sufficient detail or 
accuracy to describe occurrences in both the model and prototype. 
In all of these experiments including those on the existing ponds, 
the front portion of the C-diagram was found to be quite sensitive to such 
factor s as inlet types and locations" degree of stratification, Reynolds 
number, and environmental factors that have been ignored in this study. 
There are other factors that affect the shape of the C-diagram and also 
influence the magnitude of experimental error. One of the most important 
was the occurrence of residual eddies and circular currents that were 
developed in filling the model prior to each experiment. Particular care 
was taken to minimize this influence on the flow behavior by waiting a 
certain length of time to allow for the dis sipation or die away of the 
currents and eddies. Then the model pond was put into operation for a 
length of time before each experiment was begun to allow the flow to 
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stabilize. The random nature of turbulence is another factor that 
influences the fluid flow behavior. Because of the randomness of 
turbulence which exhibits itself in rapidly varying velocitie s, it is 
reasonable to conclude that the gross fluid flow patterns are subsequently 
random in nature. This randomne s s of flow has a particular influence 
on the shape of the first portion of the dimensionless concentration 
versus time curves. 
Other factors which influence the experiInental error are (1) flow 
measurement, (2) fluorometer calibration, (3) variations in inlet flow, 
and (4) temperature measurements. 
In reviewing the results of the experiments performed on existing 
ponds and the experiments on the model, much of the variability among 
experirnents might be due to the random behavior of flow turbulence. 
The effects of changes in L/W ratio, depth, Reynolds number, densim-
etric Froude nurnber, inlets and outlets, on the significant paramete r s 
e pf' e c' and V d' were not as large as would be expected even though 
some of these changes in hydraulic or geometric conditions greatly altered 
the shape of the C-diagram. There were some notable exceptions, how-
ever, with experiments employing L/W ratio changes and certain inlet 
and outlet type s producing the mo s t dramatic change s. The value s of 
the parameters for Reynolds number change s were essentially constant 
while depth changes did influence the values of these parameters as much 
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as 30 percent but when the treatment efficiency was considered there 
was only about 6 percent difference among experiments involving depth 
changes. The density stratified experiments did indicate a definite 
relationship of these parameter s including 9 pk and 8b , with the densim-
etric Froude nUIllber. Certain inlet and outlet configurations were 
obviously poor designs for best hydraulic perforIllance. But it was 
found that significant paraIlleter change occurred as the L/W ratio 
became lar gee The L/W ratio is the Illost important single factor that 
effects draIllatic changes in the important parameter s used here. 
The L/W ratio is also significant in the overall tr eatment efficiency. 
Significant increases in the calculated treatIllent efficiency were noted as 
the L/W ratio increased. 
The finite stage Illodel was shown to be an excellent Illodel for r epr e-
senting the age distribution functions of waste water or fluid particles 
within a stabilization pond. It has been shown that the finite stage model 
for a flow systeIll can probably be derived to represent a given flow situ-
ation with less variability than might occur due to the lack of reproducibility. 
In other words, this matheIllatical model is as reliable as the experimental 
data itself. The finite stage model has physical significance and is very 
ver satile in representing highly skewed to relatively flat age distribution 
curves. This model can be used to predict expected treatment efficiency 
if the representative C-diagram is available and the Illean detention time 
is known for the proposed pond design. 
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The data indicate that waste stabilization ponds should be con-
structed with large values of L/W ratio. This will give a maximum 
detention time and the minimum value for dead space which will result 
in greater treatment of the wastewater. Large values of L/W can be 
accomplished effectively and economically by baffling a large rectangular 
pond as has been shown in this study. Also, the data indicate that certain 
types of inlets and outlets and their placement such as Experiments 0-4 
and 0- 2, are obviously poor for maximum efficiency of pond operation 
and should not be used in constructing future wastewater ponds. 
CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDA TIONS 
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Based on the experimental work conducted on existing waste 
stabilization ponds in the Logan pond system and on the hydraulic model, 
the following conclusions are made: 
1. Short circuiting in existing ponds in the Logan pond system 
occurs to varying degrees depending on the environmental conditions, 
the hydraulic characteristics, and the geometry of the pond. The experi-
ments on the Logan City ponds revealed that short circuiting can be 
greatly influenced by wind. The types of inlets or outlets and their 
location in the pond can also directly influence the degree of short 
circuiting, particularly if the outlet is downwind and the inlet is upwind 
of the prevailing winds. Density stratification also effects the flow 
patterns and the degree of short circuiting in wastewater ponds. Density 
differences between the inlet flow and the ambient fluid can cause the 
main flow to be in the upper or bottom half of the pond which results in 
more serious short circuiting because of the reduced effective volume 
of the pond. 
2. The most important consideration in verifying the pond behavior 
for the unstratified flow situation is the variable behavior of the inflow 
jet. Proper inflow jet modeling is important if model behavior is to 
duplicate prototype behavior. 
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3. For duplicating pond behavior where stratified flow exists, no 
firm. conclusion has been reached. More reliable prototype data m.ust 
be obtained in order to fully verify the use of the densim.etric Froude 
num.ber as a m.odeling criteria. However, the prelim.inary results look 
pr om.i sing. 
4. Reynolds num.ber changes had little effect on the significant 
param.eters and on the age distribution functions as long as the flow was 
turbulent. This conclusion assumes that the inflow jet is well diffused. 
5. The degree of depth distortion did have an influence on the values 
of 9 c' 9 pf' and Yd. A change of about 30 percent was indicated by 
the data for 9 pf' but in com.paring tr eatm.ent efficiencies, influence of 
depth resulted in only about a 6 percent change. 
6. Inlet and outlet types and configurations had a significant effect 
on the hydraulic characteristics and subsequent treatm.ent efficiency 
determ.inations. A change of as m.uch as 42 percent was indicated by the 
data for the im.portant hydraulic param.eters, while a change of 19 percent 
in treatment efficiency was indicated for the two extr erne conditions of 
inlets and outlets. 
7. The length-to-width ratio L/W has the greatest influence on 
the overall efficiency of waste stabilization ponds. Large L/W ratios 
created by baffling were the best for maximum hydraulic performance. 
8. The degree of stratification had an influence on the hydraulic 
performance. For an increase in the degree of stratification, i. e. , 
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decreasing densimetric Froude numbers, the influence on the hydraulic 
parameters and treatment efficiency depended on the type of stratification. 
When p. > p d the hydraulic performance improved. When R < P d In pon In pon 
the hydraulic efficiency decreased. 
9. The biological treatment efficiency can be predicted for a 
wastewater pond if a reliable value of K, the fir st order reaction 
coefficient, and a C-diagram are available. 
10. The finite stage model represents well the age distribution 
function of a flow system. The model derivation depends on reliable 
value s for 9b , 8 pk' (c/ c ) k' and a representative C-diagram. op The 
finite stage model can also be used for predicting pond performance for 
proposed designs. 
11. The most significant conclusion of the research is that the 
hydraulics of waste stabilization ponds are important in determining the 
treatment efficiency of a pond. The hydraulics should be considered in 
proposed pond designs to insure maximum economy of construction and 
operation for maximum conversion of the waste material. 
The following are recommendations for extensions of this study. 
1. Obtain more reliable prototype data. This could be accomplished 
by performing tracer experiments on smaller ponds. 
2. Obtain a considerable amount of tracer study data on model 
ponds utilizing different baffling schemes in increasing the effective 
L/W ratio. Also, obtain tracer data on odd shaped ponds such as (1) 
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triangular ponds, (2) circular ponds and others. 
3. Determine the influence of the stabilizing time on the shape of 
the C-diagram for density-stratified flow experim.ents. 
4. Obtain more data for a greater range of densim.etric Froude 
numbers. 
5. Determine mathem.atical equations for given pond designs from 
hydraulic model data and existing pond data for many different pond 
designs to be used for future pond designs for predicting treatm.ent 
efficiency. 
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q 9 FORM A T ( 1 3F 1 0 • S ) 
1 0 2 F 0 R~ AT (I 1 2 X • 'F -0 IS T R IR U T 10 N VA l U r c; , • I) 
ST OP 
END 
PROGRAM N7-TREATMf~T EFFI(,.lf~CY CALCULATION 
C PPOGRAM TO DETERMINE REACTION or A WASTE GIVEN THE fIRST 
C ORDER REACTION COEFfICIENT, K, fl'.IO THE DII-1ENSIONLE5S CICO 
COl A GR AM 
01 ME N510 N C( .,00) .c c( ?OO) .t: '2Uf.l) 
PEAL K(S) 
IN TE GE R w. OS 
W= 1 
05 =7 
KK =5 
TO E T =C; • 
K ( 1) =0 .20 
K( 7) =0.25 
K( 3) =0.30 
K( 4) =0.35 
K( 5) =0.40 
1 L= 0 
qE AO (5.80) OA TA 
WR IT E ( 6. 8 1 J 0 A T A 
REA 0 (5 • 9 0» N N , COT .0 EL T. CO 
Rf AD ( C; .8 3» (C (T ) • 1= 1 • NN ) 
OT ::0 [L T I CO T 
3 L= t+ 1 
SU M= (1.0 
00 2 J =1.N N 
CC(J)~C(J)/CO 
E ( J» =E XP (- K ( L ) • T DE T. 4) U M) 
'2 SUM::SUM+OT 
TE F= 0.0 
00 4 J =1 ,N N 
E A V= (E «J ) + E ( J+ 1) ) I 2. fl 
CA v= (c C ( J) +C C ( J+ 1) ) I 2. n 
4 TE F= TE F + E A V * CA V. DT 
WR IT ( (;, 1 00) K ( l) • T EF 
IF (L .E Q. KK) GO T 0 1 (1 
GO TO 3 
lOCO NT IN UE 
IF C W .E Q. 05» GO T 0 1 5 
W= W+ 1 
GO TO 1 
1 5 CO NT IN UE 
8 (J fa PM A T (A 6 » 
8 1 FORM A T (I I I I 2 X • • 0 A T A 'S fl' .? X • fl r I ) 
R 3 FORM A T (8 FlO. ~ » 
q (J fa RM AT (I 5. 3F 1 (1.5 ) 
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1 n 0 Fa PM AT (5 x. 'K ( 1 5 T 0 RD [P Q fACT ]') N CO EF FIe 1[" NT) = • ,F) n .5. 5 x, 'N IN 0 ( FR A C 
1 T I ON 0 FUN T R fAT E 0 WAC; TEA T T f-f 0 U T LET ) = • • FlU • c; I ) 
ST OP 
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PROGRAM N3-FINITE 5TAG: Mr[)EL DETERMINATIONS 
C PROGRAM TO ~ATHrMATICAllY MODEL A FLOW SYSTEM ~ITH A FINITE STAGE MOGEL 
C THE INPUT PARAt-4ETERS ARf.-DI~NSI~NlESS c:- DIAGRAM,DEAD SPACE,BEG TIME 
C OF TRACER TIME T0 PEAK,PEAt< VALLE OF C.AND K=FfN) 
RE Al K (5 ) 
o I ME N S 10 N C ( 2 not ,T BA R ( 2 n [}) ,X T( 2 on) ,y T ( 200 ) ,y ( C) • 200 ) , Z ( 5 ) • C C ( 2 on ) • f 
lAA (5 ),CD C?OO) 
IN TE G E R W. 0 S 
W= 1 
OS =6 
1 n RE AD f S ,A 0» 0 AT A 
wR IT E ( 6, 8 1) f) A T A 
r?E AD (5 • <] 0) N N • Fe. co T • DF l T ,r. 0 
Rf AD ( 5 ,9 1) (K f t ) , 1= 2 , 5 » 
RE AD (5 , '3 1) (F AA (I », 1= ? • 5) 
RE AD ( 5 .8 3 t (C «I J • 1= 1 , "'N) 
OT =D El T I CO T 
xc =1 .- FC 
SUM=O.O 
DO 4 n J:: 1 , I\JN 
COfJ)=C(J)/C('I 
TBAR(J)=5UM 
405UM=SUM+DT 
C TRANSF'ORMATION OF C ANn TBAP Fq('M C-OIAGPAM 
DO 'i n 1= 1 • NN 
01 F)( =T SA R ( I) -F C 
IF (0 I F X. G T • 0 • 0) GO T 0 5 1 
c; 0 CO NT INUE 
c; 1 L= 1- 1 
NN N= NN-L 
DO 5 2 J= 1 • NN N 
NK =J +l 
X T (J »= (T BAR ( "It< ) - Fe »1)( C 
'12 YT(J'=CO(NK).XC 
C FINITE STAGE MOf)fl CAlCUL AT IONS 
N= 1 
1 0 N= N+ 1 
FA=FAA(N) 
FB=l.-FA 
T= (1 • + K ( N» ) I r A +K (N ) I FR 
q 3 =5 OR T ( T * T - 4. * K (N ) I (F A* FR ) J 
Q2=.S* (-T-R:J) 
Rl=.5*(-T+o3) 
[1 =p 1 + K ( N» IF R 
E2=R?*K(Nt/FB 
E3::FA*R3*R3 
All=El/CFA*R3) 
A72=All**2.n 
B 1 1 = 1 • IF A- AI] 
R 2 2= J) I 1 * B 1 1 
A'2 ) = ( ( 1. IF A) ... 2. U- A? '2- 8 7. ?) IR "! 
R21=-A21 
Z ( N) =0 .0 
IF (N • f Q. 2) G 0 TO 11 
A 3 3= All * * 3 • 0 I 7 • 
A 3 2= - 3 • * A 22 * f 7 IE 3 
B3 3= R 221 2. 0 
832=-3.*822*[I/E3 
A 3 1= (- A 32- B 37 t / R 3 
B31=-A31 
IFfN.fG.3) GO TO 17 
A4 4= A'2 2* .2 .0 I h • 
A 4 3= '2 •• A 32. AlII 3 .0 
A 4 2= -? •• A 3 2 * ( 7 • * E 1 + 3 •• E 2 )1 ( 3 .. E 3 ) 
B44=~22*·2.0/6.0 
B4 3= 7. *8 32 * B 1 1/3 • 
B 4 2= - 7. •• R 3 ? * (? • * E 2 + 3 •• E 1. ) I ( 3 .* E 3 ) 
A41= (- A42-847) /R 3 
R41=-A41 
IF(N.£Q.4) GO TO 13 
AS 5= A 4 4. All / .... 1I 
AS 4= 5. *A 43 * A 1 11 17. 
AS 3= -5 .* A4 3* (P 3+ 3 •• r 2) I ( 'I. *E ?) 
AS 2= 5. *A 3., * ( 2. *E 2* [? + 4 •• E 1 • E 2+ E 1. E 1 ) I ( 3. * f 3 * r 3 ) 
B5 5= q 44* B II/La. 
AS 4= 5. *A 4 3 *811/1 2. 
A 5 3= - S • * B 4 3 * (- R 3 +:3 .* f 1 ) / (4 • * ['3 ) 
PC; 2= '). *a 3? * ( 2. * E 1* E 1 + 4 • * r 1 *E 2+ E 2 * f 2) I ( 3. * E 3 * E 3 ) 
AS 1= (-- A52- 857.) IR 3 
BSl=-A51 
IF(N.EQ.S) GO TO 14 
1 1 00 1 J = 1 • N NN 
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Y ( 2, J) =2 • * « A 2 1 + A 2 7.. (?. XT (J )) ). £:)( p ( 2. * R 1 * X T (J ) I + ( B 21 + B'2 2. ( 2 • * X T (J 
1)1 ).EXP( 2. *R?XT (J)) ) 
1 Z ( 2) = 7. (2 ) + ( Y ( ? • J )- v T (J )) .* ? • IJ 
GO TO 10 
] 2 00 7 J = 1 • N NN 
Y( 3.J) =3.* « A31+A32* (3 •• XT (J)) +A3.1*(~. *XT'J) ) •• 2.0)*rXP(3.*Rl*XT (J 
1 ) I + ( 8 ~ 1 + R 3 '2 * ( 3 •• XT (J )' + R 3 ~ • ( 3 •• X T ( J) ) •• 2 • (1 ) * f)( P ( ~ •• R 2 * X T (J ) ) ) 
7 Z(3)=7C3)+(Y(J.J)-YTCJ».*7.U 
IF(lf~).GT.Z(?» GO TO 5 
NP =N 
GO T 0 f, 
5 NP =tJ-1 
G CONTINUE 
GO TO 1 n 
1 3 DO 3 J =1 • N NN 
X4=4.0*XTIJ) 
Y ( 4. J) =4 • 0 • ( (~4 1 +A 4 2 • X 4 + A4 3. )('~ * X" + A 4 4 • X 4 •• 3 • n ) • [ X P ( X 4 • R 1 ) + (B 4 1 +R'" 2 
1 • X 4 + R 4 3* X 4 • X 4 + A 4 .... X 4 •• 3. n) * E )(P ( )( 4 * q? J ) 
3 Z(4) =i'(4)+(Y(4.J)-YTeJ) ".7.U 
IF (7 (4 ). G T .l H! P) GO TO 7 
NP =N 
7 CO NT IN U[ 
GO TO) 0 
1 4 00 4 J =1 • N NN 
X 5 =5 • n • X T ( J) 
Y ( 5. J) =5 •• ( ( A 5 1 + A c; 2. XC; + AS?: • X ':;' X 5 + AS 4 .)( 5 •• 3 .0+ A ~) ') • X 5 * .4 • U ) • EX P ( X 5 *R 
tll +C'1S1+B52.XS+B53*X5.X5+R54.X5**~.n+R55.X5 •• l&.O)*EXpe XS*R2)>> 
4 z«SJ=zeS)+(YfS,J)-VTeJJl**2.1.1 ' 
IF (Z «') ». G T .l (N P») GO TOR 
NP=N 
8 CO NT IN UE 
r A L= F A A ( NP ). xC 
FB L= ( 1 .- F A A ( NP ) ) *X C 
WR IT E ( 6, q? ) 
WR IT E ( 6, 9 3 ) N P • K ( NP », FA L, FA L. Fe 
WR I T E ( £), 1 0 1 t 
WR IT E ( 6, 100) (V (N p, J) ,J = 1 ,N NN ) 
WR IT E ( (;. 1 0 2 ) 
WR IT E ( 6, IOU) I X T ( J) ,J = 1 , N NN ) 
DO 5 5 J= 1 • NN N 
C;S CC(JJ=VCNP.J)/XC 
WR IT E ( 6. 1 a 5 ) 
WR IT [ ( G, 1 0 3 ) 
WR I T E ( 6. 1 00» (C C ( J) ,J = 1 t N NN ) 
WR I T f. ( 6. 1 0 4 ) 
WR IT [( 6. 100) (T SA R( J» ,J = 1 ,N N) 
CONTINUE 
IF (W .E Q. OS) GO T 0 1 5 
W= W+ 1 
GO TO 30 
1 5 CO NT IN UE 
C FOR MA T STAT EM EN T5 
~ 0 FO RM AT' A 6» 
Al FOR~AT(11112X,·OATA SFT',?X,M;/) 
A 3 FO RM AT (8 r 1 (J. F- ) 
q 1": FO PM AT (I 5, 3F to. 5 .F 1 n • 7 ) 
~ 1 FO PM AT C 4 Fla. 5 ) 
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92 FOPMATC/I;JX,'rPAN5fOQMEO TH[(l.?[TlfAL C- OIAGQAM BASED ON FINITE ST 
1 AGE MODE l • I ) 
q 3 [0 PM A T (2 X , • N =' ,I 5. '2 x • .. K = " F 8 • I) , 2 X • • F A = • • F 8 • 5 • 2 x. 'F R = • , r 8 • 5 , 2 X • Fe = • 
1 ,F R. 51 I) 
100 Fa PM AT ( 1 3F 1 n. s ) 
101 FOP.MAT (2X, 'TPAN5FORMfO C VAL l£ 5 AS A FUNCT ION OF TRANSFORMED TIME 
lRATIO(FINIT[ STAG[ MODEL)'/) 
102 FORMAT C7.X. 'TRANSFORMfD T JME QATIO VALUES (FINITE STAGF" MODEL) 'I) 
103 FORMAT(2X,·C VALUES A<; A FUNCTIO'" OF TIME RATIO(FINITE STAGE MODEL 
1 ). I) 
104 fORMATC?X,'TIME RATIO VALUES F INITE ~TAGE MO'lfL) 'I) 
105 FOPMAT(II7.X,'THEORETICAL C-QIAGRAM RASED ON FINITE STAGE MOOfL'II) 
ST OP 
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